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NEW! June 7th
Swapmeet at the Cinema Museum, London

Doors open at 10am to 4pm All day cafe The best BVWS sellers and
General Admission £5 collectors of vintage technology

DVD and films projected together with the Cinema museum
FREE parking for 50 cars Lots of rare items on diSplay selling surplus valve and vintage
No congestion charge at weekends sound projection equipment
Nearest tube is Elephant and Castle

Open to everyone!

The Masters House 2 Dugard Way, Kennington. London SE11 4TH Tel: 0207 840 2200
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From the Chair
BVWS Awards
The 2014 Pat Leggatt Award for best Bulletin
article voted for by the membership was
presented to J. Patrick Wilson for “Test Sets &
Multimeters" part of a series of articles entitled
“How do they work?" The 2014 Geoffrey
Dixon-Nuttall Award for best restoration
article was presented to Simon Tredinnick
for his most interesting “EMI Component
Bridge 0.0.211" restoration feature.

BVWS DVD
With the Spring 2015 issue of the Bulletin you
should have received a most interesting DVD
of vintage radio a TV related material. Some of
the Material is very rare and by no small amount
of hard work and hours at the computer; was
brought back from the realms of unwatchable
to the enjoyable state you see it in today by
Jon Evans. We hope you liked it. Thank You
Joni The Next BVWS DVD production is well
under way and will be included with the Winter
Bulletin. The Committee would like to thank
Richard Stow. Phil Marrison and Tony (MOSHA)
for giving us access to this archive material.

Gerry Wells Memorial event
On the 6th June there will be a Celebration
of the life of Gerry Wells at the British Vintage
Wireless & Television Museum. The event is
open to everyone and is free. With a mid-day
start running until 6pm there will be plenty of
time to have a really good look around the
Museum. There has been a great deal of hard
work going on to make the required changes
to the Museum display galleries so expect
quite a few differences. There will be scheduled
tours as well as just being open to view.
This will not be a solemn event but more of
a jolly London style Knees-Up with plenty of
music chosen by Geny for his past Garden
Party recordings (sing along if you wish) with

a few old favourites thrown in. Part of the
afternoon will be given over to showing a
number of Gerry's Film and TV appearances
and than to complete the afternoon the
Museum DJ's will be spinning the 78‘s on
the WADAR (Wells Amplifier Developments
And Rentals) holiday camp console. Bring
along a Picnic to enjoy in the garden.

Cinema Museum event
I am looking fonivard to the combined BVWS
and Cinema Museum event. It promises to be a
most interesting day with a lot of vintage radio.
Hl-Fi and TV equipment. The Cinema Museum
will be fully open to all visitors and there will
be film shows running in the auditorium. They
will also be disposing of a quantity of surplus
Cinema/Audio equipment. The BVWS table
will be there with plenty of stock from the
store and the usual Capacitor stocks etc.

At the last BVWS AGM I made an
announcement that caused a bit of a stir. l have
decided to resign my position of Chairman
and Committee member at the 2019 AGM. By
this time I will have been on the Committee
for some twenty five years and will have been
Chairman for twenty years. From this point
onwards I will be handing over some of the
jobs that I do to others and working on a plan
for the BVWS future so that when I hang up my
coat there should be practically no effect on the
running of the Society. I will remain the Society
Auctioneer and continue with all collections.
auctions etc. I will also continue to run the sales
of publications and capacitors etc. at some of
the meetings as I do now so you will still see
me at all events. But for now it is Business
as usual and lots of work to do as next year
we will be celebrating our 40th anniversary.

Mike.. .

Vintage radios spotted in Spanish Warehouse
BWS member Loius Coakley and his wife discovered a warehouse in Funchaz. Madeira filled with used
trade items containing a significant amount of vintage wireless sets ranging from the 19405 — 60's. He
ended up purchasing a Tesla 3070 from 1953. which can be seen in the picture below on the left.



A tale of two hybrids - The Emerson 838 and
the Marooniphone PSOB compared . . .
The claim to be the world’s first production model all transistor radio goes to the American Regency
TR-i in 1954. However, it was very expensive at nearly $50, and didn’t perform very well. A
variety of problems with early transistors meant that all-transistor radios got off to a slow start.

In particular, the first transistors suffered
from frequency-gain limitations which made
them problematic for use in H.F/I.F. stages.
Industrial production of transistors was
also very random with wide variations in
gain and noise for a given type. This meant
that individualised testing and selection of
devices was necessary for applications;
a time costly business acceptable to the
world of cutting edge military hardware,
but problematic in the competitive world of
domestic radio production. Nonetheless,
radio manufacturers could see the way
the future was going, and they were also
keen to cash in on the latest marketing
ploy by being able to put 'Transistor‘
on the front of their sets. The solution
adopted by many of them between 1955

and 1960 was to produce hybrid valve
transistor receivers, commonly with three
miniature valves in the HFllFldetector
stages followed by transistors for audio
output. However, from this initially slow
start, transistor development became
very rapid, with the result that within a
couple of years all-transistor designs were
economically viable. So manufacturers
generally produced hybrid sets for a period
of eighteen months at most, with the result
that they are now comparatively rare.

About four years ago, Stet Niewiadomski
came across an Emerson 833, an American
hybrid from 1955, and wrote it up for this
magazine. Stef didn’t want to repair it
himself, so for a donation to the Vintage
Wireless Museum it passed to me. Last year

Left: Fig 1. The three valves as fitted in the Emerson.
On the left as supplied new, on the right as trimmed
to fit the in—line holders.

Below: Fig 2. Three American valvw fit in the space
of one European one

I came across a British hybrid - a Marconi
P603 from 1958 (also marketed as the HM!
141 D) and restored that. so I thought it would
be interesting to compare the two projects.

General features.
A quick glance at the circuit diagrams
below tells you that these two sets have a
great deal in common. Both are superhets
(Emerson 455Khz, Marconi 470Khz),
although the Emerson. being designed
for the single AM. waveband American
market has no LWIMW switching. Both use
three valves up to the detector, followed
by two PNP germanium transistors
working in push-pull and driven by a
centre tapped transformer in the audio
stages. In each. a portion of detected

Fig 3. Showing Impossible to disrnantIeoVerlay of components. New-fangled double pole skeleton on—ofl volume control on the right. transistors on left
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audio is smoothed and use as an A.G.C line operating on the
control grid of the FLF. amplifier only. Each of them has the valve
heaters in series with the 4.2 f 4.5 volt heater battery doubling
as the supply for the transistors. Apart from their transistors, the
sets have some other 19505 ‘state of the art' features, namely
their ferrite rod aerials, use of ceramic capacitors, miniature l.F.
transformers and plastic cabinets. The Marconi is also built on a
tinned copper printed circuit board (the Emerson is point to point
wired), and the Emerson has a futuristic composite component
in the form- of four ceramic capacitors moulded into a block as a
single component (shown as 09,  a, b. c at d on the circuit diagram).

The immediate and striking difference between the two sets is
their physical size. The speaker in the Marconi is actually smaller
than that in the Emerson by about half an inch but its cabinet
is three times larger than that of the Emerson (7.25 x 5.25 x 2.5
inches, 95 cubic inches - versus 6 x 3.5 x 1.5 inches, 31.5 cubic
inches). With batteries, the Marconi weighs in at 1.272 Kg, and
the Emerson only half of that at 0.624 Kg. Apart from bigger and
therefore much longer lasting batteries, the extra bulk of the
Marconi gives it absolutely no performance advantage. I have no
doubt that the Emerson would have been even smaller and lighter
had the modern miniature solid dielectric tuning capacitor been
available. As it is, a chunky air spaced tuning capacitor takes
up almost a quarter of the component space on its chassis.

Valves
The American industry went one stage further than the British in the
miniaturisation of domestic receiving valves. All three of the valves
in the Emerson actually take up less space than one of the 96 series
valves used in the Marconiphone. This is the principal reason why
Emerson were able to go so small (Figs. 1 8t 2). As far as I can make
out, the American valves first appeared on the scene in 1951- a
couple of years ahead of the 96 series. In contrast to the 96 series,
the American valves are specifically designed to work on lower HT
lines (around 45V), their nominal heater requirement is 1.25 V at 40
mA (50mW) compared to the 96 series of 1.4V at 25mA (35mW).
As can be seen from the photo, the American valves are supplied
with long leads which enable them to be soldered in directly, or
as in the Emerson, cut down to 3mm. to plug into an in-line base.
The 1AH4 pentode |.F valve (Fig. 1, second from left) is metallsed.

Fixing the Emerson.
A quick check across the LT and H.T battery connections revealed
OIC across the heater chain— fortunately no more than a dirty on/
off switch (phew). Restoring that and connecting up bench supplies
brought a ‘click‘ from the speaker when switching on, but no more.
Hooking up a 'scope showed the front end was oscillating with a
good l.F signal going into V3 (1AJ5), but nothing coming out. At
this point, i noticed the H.T. current was much higher than it should
have been, and re-rneasuring the H.T resistance to chassis came
up with about 2K, which is roughly the value of the V3 anode load,
T1 primary. Oh dear - yes indeed, V3 anode was internally shorted
to chassis. In a state of mild depression I removed it and gave it
a sharp tap, and wonder of wonders it cleared! At least for a few
minutes during which time the set burst into loud and healthy voice
before dying again. Being a born pessimist I thought I would never
get a replacement, but two minutes on—line located a complete
set of 'new old stock' valves at Tube Depot in the U.S.A forjust
a few dollars. Where would we be without the Web? A couple of
weeks later, replacement valve fitted, valve bases and volume
control cleaned, the set was really in no further need of attention.
Tweaking of lFs and trimmers showed they were already spot on.

There are a few paper capacitors in this set as well as a couple
of electrolytics, all of which I would normally have replaced as
a matter of course. However if you look at the 'underside' of the
chassis (Fig. 3, which is actually the uppermost side because it
is mounted upside down) you can see that the construction is
impossibly awkward with components layered on top of other
components. Trying to change any caps. would have meant
unsoldering, or probably shipping, many other bits to get to them.
Fortunately they didn't seem to be broke, so I didn't try to fix ‘em.

The ferrite rod aerial on this set is concealed in the sloping top of
the case and is held in its compartment permanently bya piece of
paxolin which is heat fused into the plastic case and not meant to be

Flg 6. Emerson chassis front view with speaker removed. Transistors and driver
transformer bottom right, with output transformer above
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Fig F. HT battery holder made from a out-Clown AAA holder

removed, so the aerial leads have to be unsoldered from the chassis
before the latter can be removed. Unfortunately, in the course of
work one of the wires from the aerial compartment fell off requiring
me to remove the paxolin to resolder. The piece of paxolin turned out
to have a printed copper pattern on it, connected to chassis via the
piece of wire which had fallen off (Fig. 4). I‘ve no idea exactly what
purpose this serves. Some kind of ground plane or screening for
the aerial? Any ideas welcomed. Another feature of this aerial in the
case is that its lead cuts are very short which makes it impossible to
align the set with the chassis out of the cabinet. To get round this,
the manufacturers provided a removable plastic hatch on the side
of the cabinet which allows access to the tuning gang trimmers.

Fabricating replacement batteries for the long obsolete Emerson
ones presented a challenge. My general approach to this problem
is to fill up as much of the original battery space as possible with
batteries so as to maximise the time between changes, also to use
batteries which are not too esoteric and expensive if at all possible.
The Emerson's original batteries were a an ordinary layer type H.T
battery of 45V and a cylindrical mercury battery of 4.2V. The H.T.
battery space was almost exactly the profile of the 15V battery that
goes in the older model of Avometer. Three of those pushed up
against each other in series would have been ideal. Unfortunately,
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Fig 8. Emerson 838 - tile- hnisheu set
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Fig 9. The Marconi- a bank of PPS batteries just fits under the PCB

the whole battery compartment was too
short by about a centimetre. so back to the
drawing board. The best I could come up
with was using four 12V MN21I23 batteries
in series to give me 48V. These batteries
are small low capacity ones designed for
use mainly in car remote key fobs. A look
at the data sheets shows surprisingly
that their rated capacity actually varies
considerably between manufacturers. The
HT current specified on the service and
measured in practice is 2.5 milliamps. Using
a variable power supply to experiment
gave me a reasonable level of volume
down to about 20V. The sound becomes
inaudible at about 12V. though the scope
shows that V1 goes on oscillating to
below 10V. Using these figures I reckon
getting about eight usable hours out of a
set of batteries- well down on the 50hrs+
the original would have delivered.

The MN21f23 batteries are the same
diameter as an AAA. but quite a bit shorter.
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The HT battery compartment would have
taken an AAA battery holder of the type
where you have two AAAs in line with
each other alongside two other AAAs
i n  line with each other. Bel ieve it or  not.
though this type is common for Ms it
does not exist for AAAs. so I had to out
and stick together a couple of two cell
AAA holders as per Fig. 7. The original
battery has a PPS type connecting clip
as does the new arrangement. so no
modification to the set necessary. The
whole arrangement is not particularly good.
as these batteries are expensive. and
there is empty unused space in the H.T.
battery compartment. but it is the best I
have been able to come up with so far.
The situation with the LT. battery was a
bit easier. The compartment will just take
one of those new type battery holders
you often see in LED torches. These fit
three AAA cells in series round a plastic
drum. giving you a holder which is only

fractionally longer than a single AAA. 0n-
Iine again. and Ebay turned up a supplier
from China selling them at just over three
quid for five. postage included! The three
series wired valve heaters are each rated
at 1.25V. 40 mA. To prevent overloading
then from my 4.5V supply I inserted a
small silicon diode in series which drops
the voltage down to about the required
4V. The transistors add about another
10 mA. to bring total L.T consumption to
50 mA.. which means that good quality
AAAs of about 1100 milliAmpere hours
should give me over 20 hours usage.

The plastic cabinet of this set has
many war wounds with which I could
do little. so the whole job electronically
and cosmetically has finished more as a
repair  than a restoration. The set came
to me with the tuning knob missing.
I've managed to borrow one. but need
to fabricate a replacement. The answer
maybe to go  high-tech and get one SD
printed. The completed set is as at Fig.8.

Cold war chlll
I was very puzzled by the adjustable piece
of copper mounted on the front face of the
tuning capacitor as visible in Fig 6. The
ridge visible on the copper engages with a
hole in the back of the tuning knob to give
a click in pro—set station position. Going on
the wonderful Web again. I turned up a copy
of the original radio instruction book which
revealed the mystery. The instructions say:

‘This receiver is equipped for use as a
CONELFIAD CIVIL DEFENSE RECEIVER'.

Conelrad stands for CONtrol of
ELtromagenetic FIADiation and was part
of the contemporary US defence against
attacking Soviets homing in on American
broadcast transmitters to guide nuclear
bombers and  missi les. The idea was
that in the event of an emergency. all
transmitters would be shut down and
emergency instructions broadcast to the
public on one of two frequencies - 64DKhz
or 1240Khz. The system on the Emerson
is there to enable the user to preset either
of these frequencies as appropriate. A
chill ran down my spine when I read that;
it really brought home to me just how real
and close the threat of nuclear annihilation
must have felt to people at the time.

Fixing the Marconi.
Being altogether more spaciously
constructed and accessible (Fig. 9). I
expected a much easier job with the
Marconi than with the Emerson. Sadly
not so! Connecting up power gave much
the same results as with the Emerson - a
‘click' from the transistor output stage. but
nothing else. The first challenge on this set
is to get test equipment connected! Clearly.
Marconiphone were taking no chances with
these first generation printed circuit boards.
As wel l  as being tinned. th is  one i s  clear
varnished for further corrosion protection.
The covering is completely invisible until you
look very closely which caused me much
puzzlement initially as I couldn't get any
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readings off any connection. The varnish
was an ongoing pain. I found the easiest
way in the end was to melt the solder on
each connection I wanted to measure on.

This time, the 'scope showed oscillation
on V1 (DKQB), but nothing on the anode of
V2 (DFQG). Sadly, the primary of the first IF
transformer was OIC. Gently taking it  apart
showed that it wasn‘t something simple
like a corrosion at the winding ends, so it
was off to Mike Barker for a rewind. Mike
contacted me to say that the winding was
of an unusual structure that he couldn't
reproduce exactly. Apparently instead
of the usual Litz wire, each winding was
wound with three separate, parallel and
very fine wires laid down simultaneously.
Mike said he would have to rewind in Litz
and cautioned that i might lose some 0.

On refitting the transformer, there was
now voltage at the anode of V2, but no
signal on the scope. Mike had aligned it to
IF frequency, so I knew it couldn't be far
out. and indeed, slight adjustment of the
cores each way still produced no results.
Going back and looking more closely at the
signal on the mixer anode, I realised it was
not at all what it should be. Sweeping the
tuning gang, it varied wildly in amplitude,
at points vanishing altogether or breaking
into instability. Clearly something was amiss
at the front end. To cut a long story short,
the DC resistance of the primary of the
first lF transformer turned out to be about
half of the service sheet figure. So back to
Mike for another rewind. Luckily the two IF
transformers are identical, so having worked
out the turns on the first one, the second
was an easier job. This was the first partially
shorted IF transformer We come across
on a 503 portable, but I've come across
several o/c ones on otherwise dry and
un-corroded sets, which has always puzzled
me. Mike explained that the problem
is common in compact case portables
using valves due to the batteries giving
off corrosive gases in a confined space.

First I.F transformer replaced, the set
now responded with weak signals on both :_ ._ - . . -
wavebands. Before proceeding furtherl , £ “ ‘ “ ‘ " ' -  .57.“- --“|_1_,”‘ -. f_ - a - r --
wentthrough the procedureforsetting r : : . ' , ' : ._ . : ; ; : .  5' “m“ . . . yo  ' '
the bias current on the output transistors. ' " - " '  " '  -’ '-
This involves setting different currents
depending on room temperature, and
shows just how critically idiosyncratic
these early production transistors were. . i 1

To cut a very long story short again. .- _ . ,r’ W
much more fault finding, valve/component --- -
substitution and resalignment did not
improve VBSUItS from the SBt greatly. Fig 11. The lnvicta model 30. early Brilisli “all transistor" radio
Although all transformers and trimmers
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had fairly sharp peaks, indicating nothing know to us as the C cell, and still of course Were hybrids worth the effort?
seriously amiss on circuit tuning. the gain readily available. With a combined heater From the manufacturer's point of view
and sensitivity remained well below that of plus transistor current of only 35 m.A. and they undoubtedly were because they
the Emerson, and indeed well below that the best alkaline batteries, 1 can expect allowed them to gain experience in the
of comparable contemporary sets using about 140 hrs before replacement. The HT mass production use of transistors.
the 96 series of valves. Whether this is a battery space nicely takes eight PP3s giving Every age also has consumers willing
problem of original design, or loss of lF 72v against the specified 67.5V, and best to pay a premium price to be the first
transformer Q as Mike warned I don't know. quality ones will last for about 200 hrs. with the latest technology, and sticking
I would be pleased to hear from anyone The case of this set (Fig. 10) is in a COUple of transistors in the output
else who has got experience of these sets. pretty reasonable condition. It has stage allowed Emerson to market it as

Battery provision was an absolute doddle faded fairly uniformly from its original a ‘Transistor' radio. But what about the
compared to the Emerson. The L.T. supply light yellow (as evidenced behind the consumer. was the hybrid technology

consists of three U11 batteries, better tuning knob). to a dullish cream. “faith it from his!her DOW 0’  ViBW?
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In the caSe of the Emerson it’s possible to
answer this by direct comparison because
the 838 is a direct development of the
747 receiver of the year before. In fact
the two receivers are identical in almost
every way, having only two differences
between them. The first is that the four
valves of the 747 are wired in parallel
instead of series, and hence require a 1.5V
battery instead of the 4.2V of the 838.
Both these batteries are the same size- an
important point I will come back to later.
The second difference is of course that
the two transistors of the 838 are replaced
in the 747 by a valve output stage using
the 1AG4 valve. 80 comparing them what
do we get? Well obviously in terms of
selectivity and sensitivity they must be the
same because they are t he  same  set  up
to  the output stage. They both have the
same small speaker which is probably the
limiting factor in terms of distortion and
output power, I certainly don’t hear any
distortion additional to that of the small
speaker, so probably as far as volume and
quality go they are on par. When it comes
to component count however, the 838 is
at a disadvantage needing an additional
driver transformer putting up weight and
cost. Was the transistor output stage more
reliable than the valve one? I don’t know,
bu t  Emerson avo ided t he  mass  product ion
problems involved in soldering delicate
transistors by plugging them into sockets.

Power consumpt ion and battery l ife
When the 838 came out much was
made of the battery life advantage
of using transistors. One reviewer
commented at the time that the use
of transistors reduced the LT. battery
drain from 160 mA to 50 mA ‘more than
doub l ing  battery life’, and  I ’ve seen
th i s  repeated in  a coup le  of  ar t ic les.
Unfortunately this claim simply isn't true.
The 160 mA of the 747 represents the
4x40 mA heaters in parallel at 1.5 V
or a total power consumption of:

160 X 1.5 = 240mW.

The 50 mA of the 838 represents 40mA
for the vale heaters i n  ser ies,  p l us  10mA
for the transistor output stage, but all
at 4.2 V. Total power consumption is:

50 x 4.2’: 210 mW

So the total L.T. power consumption saving
is about 13%. For a given battery type
(e.g. zinc carbon), of a given physical size,
the total capacity of the battery is given
by V(vo|ts) x l(mil|iAmperes) x Hours, and
for the values we are talking of this holds
true whether ‘V’ is large and ‘l’ is small or
v i ce  versa.  Given tha t  t he  7.5V and  1.5V
batteries were of the same physical size,
and if they were of the same type you
could reasonably expect the 838 battery
to last 13% longer than the 747 one, not
over 300% as implied by the advertised
figures. In fact they are not of the same
type, because the E233 battery used in
the 838 was a mercury battery which is
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theoretically a more energy efficient battery
than the 1.51! Zinc-carbon 0 cell in the 747.
In practice though. there is hardly anything
in it. and although the 838 battery might
last you 13% longer. being a mercury type
it would cost you much more to replace.

Things are a little roster on the H.T. side.
From the figures quoted on the service
sheets. removing the valve output stage
reduces the total H.T. consumption from the
4 mA of the 747 to 2.5 mA for the 838. The
same type of H.T. battery is fitted in both
sets. and it had a capacity of about 140 mA
hours. So, very roughly you could expect
the 74? to run for 35hrs absolute max. on
a battery, and the 838 for 56 hours. That is
a worthwhile saving. but even then. I’m not

sure that the extra cost of the mercury L.T.

Putting all that together; for total H.T. +
L.T. consumption for each set you get for
the 747. 390 mW. and for the 838. 352.5
mW— a saving of about 10%. Or to put it
another way. just over one valve heater!

Final thoughts
The two sets do represent a different
design philosophy of miniaturisation.
Obviously, due to the lack of sub-miniature
valves. Britain could never go as small
as the Americans, bu t  even when the
first British all transistor sets such as the
Invicta Model 30 (Fig. 11) appeared, they
tended to stick with wooden cabinets

battery wouldn't cancel out any overall gain.
and decent sized speakers. Basically, the
Brits were slower to latch onto the appeal
of pocket portability, and the willingness
of the public to trade sound quality for
something truly portable. Trannies need
never of course have been tinny if size
hadn't been an issue. but it was. and for
20 years or more portable pop culture was
synonymous with blaring low fidelity.

Because of sound quality, and in the
case of the Emerson, short battery life.
neither of these hybrid radios is listened
to much in our household. It is nice
though sometimes to turn the lights
off and just to be able to make out the
glowing filament of a valve through the
speaker grill of my ‘transistor' radio!

one:
The British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum

June 6th 2015
A memorial to the man in the white coat
12 — 6pm
Free to everybody
Bring your own Picnic
Bar available as usual
Museum Sales in the Quadrangle

23 Fiosendale Road, West Dulwich, London SE21 808
020 8670 3667 Registered Charity No.1111518
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An Arvin 444 Mighty-mite in persimmon..s..m.........
That’s pink. to you and me, and a bright colour it is! I came across this medium wave only midget radio
on eBay and since it was located in the US. i made a cheekily low offer for it, in the hope of re—cooping
some of the postage and import duty costs. To my pleasant surprise the offer was accepted, which
just goes to show that it's always worth asking. and i received the radio about ten days later.

__,__r

Figure 1 shows the radio in restored state.
though as you wiil see later. I didn't have
to do too much to the cabinet. The radio
is email: at 6-inches wide by Site—inches
deep by awe-inches high. it's an extreme
example of the American midget radio.

Brief history of the Arvin name
Arvin was a brand name used by Noblitt-
Sparks Industries Inc. based in the US.
who started life making air pumps. and
then heaters for cars. which were not
provided ex—factory in most cases. The
company progressed to other car parts.
and more significantly from a bygone radio
point of view. started to make car radios
in 1933. and domestic radios in 1934. in
their factory i n  Columbus, Indiana. They
sold these radios under the Arvin trade
name. and also produced sets for the
likes of Sears. using the name Silvertone.
The Arvin name was also used for other
domestic electrical items. such as record
players. irons and waffle makers.

In 1950. recognising the value of a strong
brand name. Noblitt-Sparks changed its
name to Arvin Industries inc. still located in
Columbus. and I believe that the company
continued to produce radios until the
mid-19705. In 2000. ArvinMeritor Inc. a
leading global supplier to the automotive
industry. was created by the merger with
Meritor Automotive. and the company still
exists under the simpler name of Meritor.

My radio was introduced in 1946 and
was offered in several cabinet colours.
including ivory. blue. yellow. red. walnut.
my pink of course. and a stunning chrome
finish which I believe attracts a premium in
price for collectors. I've also seen one with
a brown cabinet - I'm not sure whether this
is the walnut coloured model. Of course
it's perfectly possible that not all these are
original ex-faotory finishes. The radio would
be relatively easy to re-spray after removing
the knobs. and masking off the dial.

Advertising
Figure 2 shows an April 1947 advert for
what looks like an ivory Arvin 444. which
was branded as the Mighty-mite. from the
April 1947 issue of the US trade magazine.
Radio 8: Television Retailing. The retail
price of $15.95. coupled with the statement
‘You owe it to yourself to get your share
of the extra store traffic. the quick sales.
big volume and handsome profits the
Arvin Mighty-mite brings' implies a very
low manufacturing cost. presumably
well under $10. in  fact the Mighty-mite
name had been used for previous Arvin
models. originally THFs and then evolving
into superhets. Reference 1 described
the restoration of a TRF Mighty-mite.

Adverts for radios in the 19205 and
19305 tend to show the family gathered
together around the single. rather expensive.
radio in the house. By the 1940s. radio

12

Figure 1: The Arvin 444 in restored condition: the
grey knobs are original. Hopefully you can see the
raised lettering of 'Arvin’ and the dial calibration
markings. There also was a model 444-AH with a
carrying handle attached to the top of the cabinet.

Opposite page. top. Figure 2: April 194? advert
for what looks like an ivory Arvin 444. which was
branded as the 'lvlighty—mite’. from the April 1947
issue Fiadlo 3: Teievlsion Retailing. The jpg of this
advert was provided by the Fiadiomuseum.

Opposite page. below. Figure 3: Arvin advert from
1944. encouraging each member of the family to
enjoy their own entertainment. and of course each
needing their own radio. ‘when the war is won'.

manufacturers were trying to 'separate'
families into the father. mother and each
child. each with his or her own listening
preference. and of course each needing
their own radio. in this way. multiple cheaper
radios found their way into homes. and
hence the total number of radios in use
increased dramatically. Figure 3 is another
Arvin advert from 1944. encouraging
this effect. and preparing families for
this investment 'when the war is won'.

Schematic
The schematic of the radio. taken from its
Photofact Folder service sheet. is shown in
Figure 4. The way the valves are shown results
in a rather unclear arrangement: they have
been represented in the way a servicemen
would see their sockets from the underside
of the chassis. This may have been good for
the servicemen {which in fairness was where
these service sheets were targeted). but
doesn't help us get an understanding of the
way the radio works. which is supposed to
be the function of a schematic. Also it doesn't
show the component values. andyou have to
refer to a table for these values. Interestingly
the schematic shows the gains of each of the
stages in the radio. i presume this is voltage
gain. that is. what you would see on a ‘scope
it you probed before and after the stage.

The radio contains a mixture of metal and
glass envelope octal valves. The frequency
changer stage is a Ken-rad 128M. producing
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an IF at 455kHz; the detector 1' AF amplifier is a Ken-rad 12307;
a Raytheon SGLBGT forms the audio output stage: and finally
a Fiaytheon 35ZSGT is the mains rectifier. These are all 150mA
filament valves and were very commonly used in US midget radios.

There being only four valves (including the rectifier). and
only one IF transformer. indicated to me that this was a ‘short’
superhet. which has several possible definitions. depending
on exactly which stage is missing. I tend only to use this
term for a superhet where the iF amplifier is absent. as is
the case with the Arvin 444. The secondary of the single IF
transformer drives the signal and AVG detector diodes inside
the 1280?. without an intermediate amplifier stage.

As you would expect. the power supply section is an AC/DC
transforrnerless design. and since the cabinet is made of thin
steel. l was looking toward to seeing how the designers had
tackled the problem of making it safe to use. I've restored several
Eddystone receivers with ACfDC power supplies combined with
metal cabinets. and there the solution is to completely insulate
the potentially live chassis from the cabinet by use of Bakelite
spacers and washers. With the Arvin. this is not the solution used.

On the schematic. the thick line just above the 3525GT symbol
is the HT negative line (often referred to as the 3— connection in
US nomenclature) which is connected to mains neutral via the on!
off switch. Note that this is not connected to the metal chassis.
which with this radio is also the metal cabinet. and so must be
prevented from connecting to either side of the mains. After
studying the schematic l was expecting to see a neat and obvious
HT negative 'bus bar' spanning the middle of the chassis, with
the appropriate components connected to it. In fact it’s rather
more untidy and well hidden. consisting of several sections of
insulated wire that wind their way around the chassis. The HT
negative line and the metal chassis are only connected together
by the parallel arrangement of R26 (330kS2) and 09 (0.05uF).
These components prevent a possible build-up of charge on the
metal cabinet. and earth the cabinet from an RF point of view.

A 1947 incarnation of the radio used BYG-based valves
(still with 150mA heaters) in the RE-QOOM chassis. and I’ve
shown the schematic of this radio in Figure 5. As far as I can
see. all the component values are the same as the octal valve
version of the radio. but the schematic is much easier to
read. and the component values are shown. There was also
an IRE-201 chassis, where the designers had added in the
missing IF amplifier. which was used in the model 544A.

The chassis
Figure 6 shows a rear view of the radio before disassembiy for
restoration. showing the metal back panel which is only about
three-quarters of the height of the cabinet. allowing the heat from
the valves to escape. The mains lead. terminated in a US-style
two-plug. was very brittle and perished. Therefore it was cut
off. and replaced by a new cable with a moulded-on plug.

The radio was very easy to take apart. The knob on the volumerr
on/off control simply pulled off. and the grub screw on the tuning
knob unscrewed easily and off it came. along with a felt washer to
prevent scratching of the front panel. Two screws were removed
from the bottom. and two further screws from the metal back panel.

The chassis slid out easily. complete with its 4-inch diameter
speaker. and l was pleased to see a deep covering of dust (see
Figure 7) which indicates that the radio hadn‘t been ‘got at'. at
least for a good while. This version of the chassis was designated
the RE—2OD. and had been used in the slightly earlier model 442.

I removed all the valves to allow better access to
the top of the chassis for cleaning, and also to enable
me to easily check the continuity of their heaters. all of
which measured 0K. The chassis had a few small areas
of met. but was generally in very good condition.

Volume control
The volume control was almost completely seized and needed
considerable effort with my big pair of pliers to get it to turn at all.
I unsoldered its connections and removed it from the chassis
so I could get a good look at it. I was of the opinion that it
would probably never free up. and so I would need to remove it
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The stage ga in .measured .va lues  listed above are approximate values for  an average
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Figure 4: Schematic of the octal valve version of the radio.
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Figure 5: Schematic of the B7G version of the  radio (released in 1947), which is much easier to read than the octal version.
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Figure 'f: Fiear top view of the chassis removed from
the cabinet. with a deep covering of dust.
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Figure 6: Rear view of the radio, showing the three-quarter height of the back
panel. and the terrnlnaily perished mains lead that was swiftly removed.

Figure 8: The strange. flexible 47$} resistor. which measured
open-circuit. and was replaced by a 'nonnal' resistor.

anyway and fit a new component. The potentiometer was 2M9. so
I anticipated a problem with trying to find a replacement. I clamped
it in  a vice and sprayed its shaft with WD40 and left i t  to penetrate
for half an hour, while I attended to some other tasks on the chassis.
The potent iometer t hen  started to turn  a little easier ,  and after a Figure 9 :  Underside of the  restored chassis. showing the cardboard tube
coup le  more appl icat ions of WD40,  and more wai t ing,  i t  was much of the HT smoothing electrolytic capacrtoriust below the speaker.

freer. A few more rotations back and forth. and to my relief i could
then turn it  easily by hand. The resistance of the volume control
measured 0K.  and the on/off switch was working reliably. so I
refitted the component back into the chassis and wired it into circuit.

Most of the resistors checked out to be reasonably close to
their nominal values and so were left alone. Only four needed
changing. including R24 which should have been 159 but
measured at 289.  This resistor was in series with the HT line
from the rectifier and was there to limit the switch on current
surge into the first smoothing capacitor. A more critical resistor
that needed changing was R25. which should have been 479.
but was in fact open circuit. This resistor was a strange loop
of flexible wire (see Figure 8) which was open circuit, so the
heater chain lacked continuity and the radio definitely would
not have worked. I changed it for a 'normal’ 479 2W resistor.

I changed all the wax paper capacitors for modern polyester
capacitors. but I wanted to preserve the smoothing electrolytic
tube. which can be seen just below the speaker in Figure 9, and
which was a feature of the original chassis. This tube contains th‘e
40pF (05A) and 20pF (053) HT smoothing capacitors, and also
C50, the low voltage 20oF cathode resistor bypass capacitor for
the audio output valve. The centre of the tube was drilled out with
successively bigger drills until all the original capacitor material had
been removed. I only fitted replacements for (35A and 053 into the Figure 10: Front view of the chassis before it was re-inserted into the cabinet
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Figure 11: The radio's dial. as found. The
thin white coat of paint was easy to remove.
leaving the gold-coloured dial underneath.

original tube. and replaced 050 with a modern
component which i positioned out of sight. The
cardboard tube had a metal band around its
centre and was originally soldered to the chassis.
and l re-soldered it back into its original position.

Switch on  and testing
A careful check around the chassis confirmed
that all the wiring looked correct, with good
soldered joints. and the components (the
original ones and the ones I had replaced)
were in  the right positions. I fitted a new mains
cable, re-fitted the valves. fitted the knobs.
plugged the radio into an auto-transformer
supplying about 115V and switched i t  on.
I carefully checked that the HT— line was
connected to the neutral side of the supply.
rather than the live side. There is no dial lamp
to verify that the radio was switched on. but i
could see the valves start to glow. and could
hear a faint hum from the speaker. This was
with a very short length of wire attached to
the aerial connection. so in hindsight I‘m
not sure what I was expecting to hear.

I clipped on a short aerial and could now
hear 5Live loud and clear. but absolutely
nothing else as I tuned around the medium
wave. So I added more wire to the aerial. to
make a total length of about 30 feet. and could
now hear more stations. I loosely injected a
modulated signal at 14DUkHz and tweaked the
cores on the [F transformer. and the trimmer on
the oscillator section of the tuning capacitor.
for maximum audio output. Switching back
to the aerial, things were now a lot livelier
across the band. although i must admit that the
absence of any slow motion drive made it tricky
to get the best results from weaker stations.
Figure 10 shows a front view of the chassis
before i t  was re-inserted into the cabinet.

I was happy now that the radio was as
good as it could be. so I re-installed the
chassis into the cabinet. and switched it on
again for a soak test for a couple of hours
during which it continued to work very well.

Cabinet and  dial
The pink cabinet was in reasonably good
condition. with just a few rust spots
which I wasn't going to try to remove
as this would have spoiled its 'honest‘
condition. However the dial definitely
needed some attention. see Figure 11 for
its ‘as found' state. The dial calibration
numbers were formed by raised areas when
the cabinet was punched out from the

. 71?” i f .  ". eta-Licensed by .--'
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Figure 12: The manufacturer's label on the bottom of the 444's cabinet. typical of what
you find on US—manufactured radios. This shows the model and chassis number.
and the top-chassis component placement including the valve identities.

Figure 13: The Photofact Folder illustration of the 444's top of chassis.

flat. I presume it was Noblltt-Sparks' automotive connection that gave
access to the heavy presses needed to form the metal cabinet.

At first I thought that the gold paint was peeling off. revealing a white primer
underneath. and would need a re-spray to get to an acceptable state. Then
I looked more closely. and I could see that a previous owner had painted
over the original finish with white. and it  was this layer that was peeling
off. This made my life considerably easier. as I could simply scrape off the
remaining white paint with my finger nail. revealing the original finish.

The manufacturer’s label on  the bottom of the cabinet is shown in
Figure 12. and is typical of what you find on US-manufactured radios.
It’s a very useful label. showing the model and chassis number. and the
top-chassis component placement including the valve identities.

Sources of data for US radios
There was a series of service sheets called Photofact Folder. published by Howard
W Same at Go. in the US. similar to the Trader sheets that were published in  the UK.
Scanned versions of these are available on-line and many originals can be found
on eBay. It 's worth buying one or two of the originals and seeing their excellent
production quality. usually including a couple of photos of the chassis being
described. Figure 13 shows the Photofact Folder illustration of the top'of the chassis
of my Arvin 444. showing the location and designations of the major components.

In the US there was also a series of annually-published booklets called ‘Manual
of 1940 Most Often Needed Radio Diagrams'. and so on for each year. with a gap
for some of the war years. These contained a single-page condensed version of
the schematic for typically 200 radios each year. and sometimes included the
chassis layout and dial cord arrangement. Original versions of these can be bought
on eBaycom. and scanned on-Iine versions can be found on various websites.
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Summary
This very attractive American midget short
superhet was manufactured in a cabinet
made from thin sheet steel. and finished in
pink. The manufacturer advertised the radio
as being ‘unbreakable’ which was probably
true. though it might have suffered a dent.
and possibly broken valves, if dropped
from height. Certainly it wouldn't have
suffered as much damage as a radio with
a Bakelite or plastic cabinet would have.

The radio illustrates very well how
you can have a transformerless AC!

DC power supply without having a live
chassis, by restricting the potentially live
section in the circuit to a node that is
insulated from the chassis. which in this
radio is connected to the metal cabinet.

The Switzerland-based Radiomuseum
at: http://www.radiomuseumorgl
contains descriptions. photos and
schematics of uncountable numbers
radios from all over the world. including
the Arvin radios mentioned here. I'd
like to thank the museum for giving me
access to the fog used in Figure 2.

Reference
Reference 1: 'Flepairing a Mighty-Mite'
by Peter Roberts, published in The
Radiophile issue number 117. Autumn
2009. The radio uses a QSBSGT triode-
pentode as RF amplifier and detector; a
SDLEGT beam tetrode as audio output;
and a 3524GT as half-wave rectifier.

Photographs from the table top sale at The British Vintage
Wireless and Television Museum, West Dulwiohph.mg..ph.mmm
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Making a coil winder..........
In 2007 I built my first coil winder (fig.1) which consisted of four sections that I called
the Supply Reel. Take-up, Control Unit and Transverse. I purchased a hand cranked
Take-up online, then built the Supply Reel, Control Unit and Transverse to go with it.

A coil winder is something I just couldn’t do without, as I seem to end up with a disproportionate
amount of sets with open circuit Transformers and coils. With my old winder l have wound all sorts
of coils, it served me well but had started to show signs of wear, particularly the supply reel.
I had originally decided just to rebuild the Supply Fieel but once l had that built
it became obvious that the rest of it could do with being updated too.

Fig 1. The old coil winder

Fig 2. The old transverse
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I like using the hand cranked winder as a lot
can be told from the pressure required to
drive the winding handle. If the wire breaks or
is not coming off the supply spool as freely as
it should. if there is not enough back tension
or even if the wire goes outside a former
cheek, can all be felt in the winding handle.
The new build started out to replicate this
but after building the hand cranked Take-up
it became clear that an automatic winder
could be made without too much effort by
building a motorised Take-up. I built the
Take-up's so they could be easily exchanged
so in the end I had a winder that could be
either hand cranked or fully automatic.

My old winder was put together quickly
and was more a proof of concept than a
finished one. I had always hoped to rebuild
it but until now just hadn't got around to it.
This time I intended to take my time, building
it one section at a time and build it as good
as possible with the limited tools that I have.
Apart from the usual hand tools found in
most workshops the only other tools used
were; a tap and die set. a propane torch
for silver soldering, a Dremel, a hand drill
and a pillar drill. A router and a table saw
were also used but were not essential.
The materials were either purchased from
a local hardware store or online. To keep
the build simple the main structures of
the winder were made from MDF which
were glued and/or screwed together.

The old winder had no bearings apart
from one in the supply reel. all the rest of
the moving parts just slid on each other and
there was quite a bit of play between them.
This time by employing bearings wherever
possible I hoped to reduce or eliminate play
as well as keep everything running smoothly.

The biggest difference between the new
and old winders is the way the Transverse
is controlled. the old controller was a
simple design but was also very effective.
Setting it up involved a little trial and error
particularly if using a wire guage that
hadn't been used before. By using a FIG
I intended to make setting the transverse
up much easier and more accurate. As
it may be of interest i will first describe
the old Transverse and its Controller.

The Old Transverse and Controller
The main structure of the old transverse (fig.
2) was made from brass angle and strip.
To move the carriage I used 3 M5 threaded
red as the lead screw with a stepper motor
directly coupled to it. The lead nut was



Fig 3. The supply reel - complete
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Fig 4. The supply reel — complete

Fig 5. The supply reel - parts spindle and bearings

two M5 nuts spaced about 25 mm apart
which were soldered directly to the lower
end of the brass carriage. A plastic slide
connected to the upper end of the carriage
slid along a brass tube. The stepper motor
was out of a fax machine and had 20 steps
per revolution. A ‘Johnson Electric Unipolar
Stepper Drive’ that was purchased from HS
(RS number 443-0102) was used to drive the
Stepper Motor. The Stepper Drive has its
own internal oscillator that could be varied
by a Pot. which set the speed that the motor
runs at. its frequency was set as high as
possible without the Motor losing torque.

A magnet mounted on the shaft of the
Take-up activated a nearby reed switch once
per revolution. The reed switch trigged a
NE555 timer that was in monostable mode.
The output of the monostable was connected
to the ‘clock disabie' pin of the Stepper Motor
Driver. When the output of the monostable
is positive the motor can move. Two pet's
100k “COARSE” 10k “FINE" were used to

Fig 6 .  The supply reel - parts base

vary the pulse length. By controlling the
pulse length the number of steps moved
per revolution of the Take-up spindle can
be varied to suit the wire diameter. The lead
screw had a pitch of 0.8 mm, with the half
step function enabled on the controller there
are 40 half steps per revolution that gives a
carriage movement of .02 mm per half step.

To control the direction of travel another
M5 threaded rod was used with a micro
switch positioned close to each end of it.
This rod carries two M5 nuts one each side
of the carriage with large washers soldered
onto them. The washers could be screwed
along the length of the rod to line up with
the respective ends of the coil and when in
the correct position were locked in place
with wing nuts. When the carriage hits a
washer it will push the end of the rod against
a micro switch and activate it. The micro
switches were connected to another NE555
in bistable mode. one micro switch sets
the bistable the other resets it. the output
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Fig 7’. The supply reel - parts jockey pulley

of the bistable is connected to the ‘ciock
wiselcounter clock wise' pin of the Stepper
Motor Driver which controls the direction of
the stepper motor and hence the carriage.

The New Build:
111s Supply Reel (fig. 3 and 4)
If small diameter wire is to be wound it is
important to have a way of delivering the
wire freely without breaking it while still
keeping enough tension on it to be able to
wind a good quality coil. Most Supply Heels
that l have seen are mounted horizontally.
but i like to keep them vertical as this
minimises the effect of any imbalance in the
reel itself or spool of wire. The downside
of mounting it vertical is that with a full
Spool, if the wire is not kept tightly wound
it can slip down and off the spool.

The spindle (fig. 5) is made from 10 mm
rod with a M10 thread cut into most of it.
Mounted at the lower end of the threaded
portion of the rod is a brake wheel. The brake



Fig 8. Supply reel - parts jockey arm and brakes

Fig 9. Supply reel - parts tension
adjusters Left jockey wheel
Right back tension

Fig 10. Transverse - complete
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wheel was made from a balance wheel from
an old 'Kolteo' battery fence. The striker on
the balance wheel was sewn off and sanded
flat to make a smooth surface for the brake
shoes. As it happened the hole in the centre
of the wheel was the correct size to fit onto
the threaded rod. Over the brake wheel is
a table made from 6 mm MDF covered in
rubber foam that the spool of wire sits on.
To hold the spindle vertical the unthreaded
part of the spindle fits into two bearings
mounted on the base (fig. 6). A thrust bearing
fits between the brake wheel and the base
to support the spindle, a dust cover made
from a milk bottle cap is fitted over the
bearing. The spool of wire is placed onto
the threaded spindle and held firmly in place
by tightening a wing not on the spindle.

When winding a round section coil such
as a speaker field coil the wire is drawn at a
relatively even speed. however this is not the
case when winding a square section coil as
in most transformers. As the wire goes round
each face of the coil former the distance from
the feed pulley to the point where the wire
contacts the former is constantly changing
this results in the wire being drawn at a
continuously varying speed. The spool of
wire has a relatively large mass that wants to
revolve at a fairly constant speed and cannot
react quick enough to the varying speed that
the wire is being drawn at. This would result
in the wire going from been slack to being
over tensioned and at best the outcome
would be a poorly wound coil as the wire
tends to wander during the slack periods
or at worse the wire would break from the
over tension. In order to stop this from
happening something is needed to marry
the varying speed to the constant speed.
in this winder I have used a jockey pulley.

For the jockey pulley (fig. 7) l used a 40
mm plastic pulley with a 4 mm bore. It is
mounted on a 4 mm shaft with bearings at
each end. Spacers made from brass tube
keep the bearings clear of the wheel. Both
ends of the shaft were turned down with
a hammer to hold everything together.
The jockey wheel is mounted with brass
bars. one each side of the wheel with 7
mm holes drilled into them to accept the
bearings. the outside of the hole has a brass
washer soldered to it to keep the bearing
in place. the hole in the washers had to be
widened slightly to stop the shaft from fouling
against them. These bars with the jockey
wheel between them are then mounted onto
the jockey arm with M3 screws and nuts.
washers between the bars and the jockey
arm keeps the bars aligned correctly.

To allow the jockey pulley to be positioned
to suit the coil been wound. the jockey arm
is made from two lengths of different width
box section brass tube, one slides snugly
inside the other to make up a variable length
arm. When the arm has been adjusted to
the required length. it can be locked at that
length by placing a bolt through the holes
that were made along the length of the tubes.
The jockey arm and the main brake (fig. 8)
are connected to a brass tube. Bearings
were fitted to each end of the tube. using a
pipe cutter two depressions were formed
around the circumference of the tube close



Fig 11. Transverse - complete

Fig 13. Trar'isverse - lead scruw thrust bearing

to each end that prevents the bearings from
sliding all the way into the tube. To form a
pivot the tube with the bearings inserted in
it slides onto a 5mm rod that is mounted on
the base of the Supply Fteel. Spacers made
from 6 mm brass tube are fitted onto the
rod to stop the bearings from fouling against
the base or top nut. A small portion at the
top of the rod has a M5 thread cut in it to
accept a nut to hold everything in place.

The jockey pulley adjustment (fig.9)
was made from pieces of brass
that forms a simple nut and screw
adjustment that is motlnted on the base.
This adjustment varies the tension a
spring exerts on the jockey pulley.

The main brake is operated by the jockey

Fig 12. transverse - parts lead nut and screw with spacers titted alsc thrust bearings

Fig 14.  Transverse — parts lead nut

pulley arm and works effectively regardless
of the tension that the jockey pulley is set
at. It operates like a wedge in that when the
shoe is offered up to the brake wheel. the
brake wheel grabs it and pulls the brake
shoe tighter against itself, its shoe is made
from brass strip and is rubber lined.

The back tension break shoe is made
from brass strip that is felt lined. A pivot is
formed at one end of the shoe by a 6 mm
brass tube which fits over a 5 mm rod that
is mounted on the base. At the other end a
screw which passes through a spring and
also a hole in the shoe. is screwed into a nut
which is attached to the base by a bracket.
This screw is used to adjust the pressure that
the spring exerts on the back tension brake.
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Fig 15.  Transverse — carriage to lead screw coupling

Two switches that are operated by a cam
on the jockey pulley pivot, provide feedback
to the controller. The brake switch is activated
when the main brake is on and the over
tension switch is activated it the jockey pulley
extends beyond its normal working range.

The Transverse (fig. 10 and 11)
When building the Tranverse it was important
that the two linear bearing guides and lead
screw are parallel to each other. This is
particularly so for the linear bearing guides.
for if there is any slight misalignment
between the guides the linear bearings will
bind. therefore particular care was needed
when making the and supports so that they
line up correctly with each other. The two
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Fig 16. Hand cranked take-up - complete

Fig 19. Hand cranked take-up - parts for handle Fig 20. Hand cranked take-up - close up of magnets and reed switch
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Fig 22. Take~up - complete

Fig 24. Take-up - power supply

Fig 23. Take-up- inside view
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and supports are made from 18 mm MDF.
To ensure that the two end supports were
mirror images of each other, two pieces of
MDF were placed one on top of the other
and held together with wood screws while
the holes were drilled and the panels cut
to size. The screws were placed close
to the edges where they were on waste
material that would be removed later.

One side was then marked out and all the
holes were drilled from this side through the
two ends with a pillar drill. 3 mm holes for
the linear bearing shafts and 5 mm holes
for the brace rods. To make the housing
for the lead screw bearings, which had an
outside diameter of 15 mm and a width of
4 mm. first a pilot hole of 2 mm was drilled.
Then from each end using a forstner bit
a 15 mm hole was made to a depth of 5
mm. the centre was then enlarged to 12
mm to make clearance for the lead screw
and its spacers. The ends were then cut to
their final size on a table saw. the final cuts
removed the waste material that the wood
screws were in. The ends were then given
a coat of varnish as was the other parts of
the winder that was made from wood.

The lead screw bearings were push fitted
into their housings by carefully tapping them
in with a hammer. The linear bearing guides
were also push fitted into their holes. nothing
more was required to hold them in place.
Three lengths of 10 mm steel tube keeps
the ends spaced apart while three M5 brace
rods and nuts clamps the ends together,
this makes for a good solid structure.

A 6 mm MDF panel with a horizontal slot
cut in it. is placed on the outside of each
end and is fastened to the base board. The
lower brace rod of the transverse passes
through the slots and a wing nut on each
end allows the transverse to be easily
clamped to the panels. This arrangement
allows adjustment of the distance between
the transverse and the Take—up so different
sized coll formers can be accommodated.

Originally I had the carriage mounted on
just one linear bearing on each guide but
this wasn't very successful as the carriage
tended to pivot around the coupling to the
lead screw. Using two bearings on each
guide removed all unwanted movement. A
length of square section brass tube runs
the length of the carriage. the guide pulleys
are mounted at each end of it. Initially I
made all the pulleys for the Transverse in
the same way as the jockey pulley but they
wobbled slightly which didn‘t matter for
a jockey pulley or the lower pulley on the
carriage. but any wobble no matter how
small is not something that is desirable in
the feed pulley. To eliminate wobble the
feed pulley was changed to a 29 mm nylon
vee pulley that had an internal bearing.

The lead screw (fig. 12) is a M6 threaded
red. It sits in bearings at each end. The
bearings have an internal diameter of 10 mm.
In order to keep the lead screw centred in
the bearings. spacers were required. I first
tried grinding down M6 nuts to a diameter
of 10 mm. this worked to a fashion but
as there was play between the nut and
screw threads it was difficult to get and
keep the screw centred in them. In the



Fig 25. Control unit

end I used nylon spacers with an internal
diameter of 5 mm and that were 12 mm
long. The spacers were screwed onto the
lead screw and cut their own thread as
they went. this made for a good tight and
centred fit. The spacers had an outside
diameter of 10 mm but I found they needed
to be sanded slightly to fit snugly inside
the bearings. A thrust bearing(fig. 13) at
each end of the lead screw that are held
in place with lock nuts prevents any lateral
movement. Dust covers were made for the
bearings from small aerosol can caps.

To couple the carriage to the lead screw,
there is an arm on one side of the carriage
that points towards the lead screw. The
lead nut (fig. 14) is a 20 mm long M6 nut. it
has a short arm made from square section
tube soldered to it at 90 degrees to the
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Fig 26. Control board

lead screw. this arm has a small piece of
brass soldered to it, that forms a Use with
the tube. The arm on the carriage fits into
this Vee and is held in place by a spring
(fig. 15). The action of the spring also keeps
one side of the lead nut pressed against the
lead screw. This arrangement works very
well with no undue friction between the lead
screw and nut. and with no perceivable play
between the lead screw and the carriage.

A 5 mm internal diameter aluminium
coupling connects the lead screw to the
stepper motor. One end of the coupling was
tapped with 3 M6 thread. so the coupling
would screw onto the end of the lead screw.
The stepper motor has 100 full steps per
revolution. each full step will therefore move
the carriage laterally by 10 um. In order to
move the carriage at a reasonable pace
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each step needs to be taken in 2 me.
it was found that for sufficient torque at
this speed a supply voltage of 16V was
needed. 18V was far too high as a holding
voltage for the stepper motor as it would
cause it to soon overheat. Accordingly
4.5V is used as the holding voltage and the
controller increases this to 18V immediately
before a step is taken, this arrangement
keeps the motor nice and cool while at
the same time providing good torque.

As an effort to give the motor extra
starting torque. the time taken for the
first and second steps in a sequence is
increased to 4 ms and 3 ms respectively.
after fully building the Transverse it became
clear that this wasn‘t really necessary
as the motor had ample torque.
There isn't any need for position switches
on the Transverse as the controller
counts the steps the motor takes to
keep track of the carriage position.

Unlike the AVG winders where the carriage
moves linearly with the Take-up spindle.
the carriage on this winder moves in one
burst just after a pulse is received from the
Take—up. Using one pulse per revolution
works well except at the ends of the cell,
where if the carriage is very close to an
and stop when a pulse is received the
carriage then moves away almost a wire
width from the end before it can be filled.
As an effort to improve the filling-in of the
ends. four magnets are used instead of one
which gives better indexing of the cell. the
carriage will therefore move approximately
one quarter of a wire diameter for every
pulse that is received from the Take-up.

The Hand Granked Take-up (fig. 16 and 17)
The hand cranked Take-up on the old
winder was purchased from China. It
worked well but had a couple of bad
points. It had no bearings. just ran steel on
steel that needed constant oiling to keep
it running smoothly, the gears needed

Fig 28.
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Fig 29. Test coil 0.05mm 300 turns

oiling or greasing as well and tended to
spray the oil or grease all over the place.
The new hand cranked Take-up was built
as an effort to correct these problems.

The winding shaft is made from a 10 mm
rod with a M10 thread cut into most of it.
The unthreaded part sits in bearings. It has
4 gears (fig. 18). 2 x 24 teeth. a 60 tooth
and a 80 tooth. They are arranged to give
a ratio of 1 : 8.3 which is a good ratio for
winding most coils. A handle to drive the
Take-up connects to the end of the gear
chain. it was fashioned from scrap pieces
left over from the rest of the build (fig. 19).
For coils using larger diameter wire
which would require more torque to
wind. the handle can be connected
directly to the end of the spindle. All
the shafts for the gears are 10 mm rod
that runs on bearings at each end.
The whole lot is built into a MDF box that
will contain any spray from the gears. 5
mm threaded bracing rods and spacers
made from 10 mm steel tubes were used
to strengthened the MDF box. There are
four small magnets equally spaced around
the circumference of the winding shaft.
they are held in place with epoxy (fig. 20).
The magnets activates a reed switch that is
mounted on the roof of the box. The pulse
that the reed switch produces is sent to the
control board so the number of turns can
be counted and the carriage moved on.
The magnets are quite closely spaced
together. if all the magnets had the same
pole facing the reed switch. it may not
open reliably between magnets. but by
arranging each successive magnet to
have an opposite pole facing the reed
switch produces an alternating magnetic
field which gives reliable operation.

The winding shaft is 10 mm in diameter
therefore any coil needs to have an
internal diameter of at least a 10 mm to
fit on this shaft. For coils with a smaller
internal diameter an adaptor was made
consisting of a 4 mm screw with its head
soldered to the centre of a large washer.
a M10 nut was then centred and soldered
to the opposite side of the washer.
The nut of the adaptor can be screwed
onto the end of the winding shaft and
locked in place with a wing nut. The
small cell former to be wound can
then be clamped to the M4 screw with
washers and a M4 wing nut (fig. 21).
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The Motorised Take-up (fig. 22)
The motorised Take-up is a pretty simple
affair. it's made from the workings of a 16V
battery drill mounted in a MDF box that
also houses its power supply (fig. 23) . Not
all battery drills are suitable as some have
undesirable axial movement of the chuck.
If there is any axial movement of the chuck
the coil former will move laterally in relation
to the feed pulley which will cause the wire
being wound not to be laid as neatly as it
otherwise would or may even cause the
wire to slip outside a coil former cheek.

The power supply (fig. 24) is a simple
unregulated one consisting of a 12V 75 VA
transformer, bridge rectifier and smoothing
capacitors. A MOSFET drives the drill motor.
PWM from the control unit is applied to
the MOSFET's gate to control the speed
of the motor. A reverse biased diode and a
33 nF capacitor across the motor terminals
keeps the spikes produced by the Motor CO“ winder in Willing position
to a level that the MOSFET can tolerate. ”and crank?” Winder fitted

The Controller regulates the speed of the
Take-up. To keep stress to a minimum on the
wire being wound. the speed of the Take—up
is ramped up slowly when starting to wind.
it is also reduced slowly when approaching
the end of winding and if the speed is
changed during winding. the new speed
that has been set will take effect slowly.

Four magnets spaced equally around
the circumference of the drill chuck
and a reed switch mounted close to
the chuck produces pulses for the
turns counter on the control unit.

The Control Unit (fig. 25)
The control board (fig. 26) was built on
stripboard using mostly through hole
components but some surface mount
capacitors were used for decoupling. The
layout is a bit all over the place because as
the winder developed the circuit changed
and parts were both added and removed.
The control board is housed in an ABS
enclosure and mounted on the right of the
Transverse over the Stepper Meter. The
control panel legend was done up on a CAD
programme, two copies were printed . one
on paper that was used as a template to cut
out the window for the LCD and to drill the
holes required to mount the switches and
LED. The second was printed on blue card,
a window was cut out of it for the LCD. the
card was then laminated. Using a scalpel.
holes for the switches and LED were cut out
and then the card was stuck to the control
panel with double sided tape (fig. 2?).

The circuit is based around a PIC1BF4520
microcontroller. it controls the Transverse
and the motorised Take-up if fitted. On
the control panel is a 4 X 5 keypad and a
4 X 20 LCD display. From top to bottom
on the LCD the following is displayed; The
number of turns wound, the wire diameter
in um, the status (any error messages
will be displayed here) and the Take-up
speed, the width of coil being wound and
the direction of travel of the carriage.
A "READY" LED. or maybe it should be
more aptly named ‘Transverse Ready' is also
mounted on the control panel. this LED is
extinguished while the carriage is moving.

Coil winder in working position motorised take—up fitted
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therefore it should be flashing when winding.
Its main use is as a guide when hand
winding, for if the LED is off continuously
it indicates that the carriage can't keep up
and winding shduld be slowed down.

The basic way the controller works is every
time the Take-up makes a full revolution the
wire diameter in urn is added to a variable
that holds the distance the carriage needs
to travel, then as 10 um is the distance the
carriage travels per step if that variable is
greater than 10 the Stepper Motor takes a
step and 10 is subtracted from the variable.
The Stepper Motor keeps taking steps and
subtracting 10 from the variable until the
variable is less than 10. The next revolution
the Take-up makes, the wire diameter is
added to the remainder left in the variable.
As an example, if the  wire diameter i s  116
um, after the first turn of the Take-up 116 will
be added to the variable and the Stepper
Motor will then take 11 steps (110 um) with
6 um leftover in the variable. The next time
the Take-up revolves 116 um will be added
to the 6 um in the variable giving a total of
122 um, this time the Stepper Motor will
take 12 steps (120 um) with 2 um leftover
in the variable and so on. Unlike my old
winder th is  one doesn’ t  have to take the
same number of steps for each turn and
in this way errors won’t accumulate.

The actual way it works is slightly
different in that there are four magnets
equally spaced around the circumference of
the Take-up spindle so the Stepper Motor
moves approximately one quarter of a wire
diameter each t ime  a pu lse  i s  received
from the reed switch. A combination of
full steps and half steps are used. When
the Stepper Motor has taken all the full
steps i t  can ,  the  control ler  then  checks
the remainder in the variable and will take
another full step or half step if it will bring
the carriage closer to where it should be,
even if it means overshooting slightly. By
doing this the carriage is never more than 2
um from where it should be, this of course
does not take into account the mechanical
tolerances which are much greater.

When hand winding ones attention is
on the job at hand and if something were
to go wrong it would be seen immediately
and corrected, however the same can’t
be said if w ind ing in  automatic mode,
therefore it would seem prudent while
in automatic mode for the controller to
monitor the winder as best it can and
take action if something is amiss.

If using the motorised Take-up, the
control ler moni tors the  brake switch, over
tension switch and the pulses coming from
the reed switch. If the brake or over tension
switch is  activated whi le  the  motorised
Take-up is active, winding will be stopped
and “BRAKE ON” or “OVER TEN” will be
displayed respectively in the status area of
the LCD. If no pulses are detected coming
from the motorised Take-up while it is
active, winding is stopped and “NO PULSE”
is displayed in the status area of the LCD.

The user can change the speed of winding
at any time but if the controller detects that
the carriage is not able to keep up with the
Take—up, the  control ler wil l  take over control

of the  speed and  reduce i t  to a level where
the carriage can keep up. The controller
then  sets th is  speed as the  max imum and
“T00 FAST” will be displayed in the'status
area of the LCD to indicate why the speed
was reduced. From then on the user can
decrease the speed but can not increase
it above the set maximumsThe maximum
speed can be reset via the menu.

When winding larger coils l rarely wind
them in one go, not spending more than a
half hour at a time, it is therefore important
that when the winder is shut down or if
power i s  lost that all relevant variables are
saved, so when the winder starts up again
it starts exactly where it left off. This is
achieved by the controller monitoring its
own power supply and once it detects that
it is falling a subroutine is called to save all
the variables before power is totally lest. If
power is lost while the Take-up is active,
once power is then restored “POWER
INT” will be displayed in the status area
to indicate that power was lost while
winding and the winder will remain inactive
until the “START" button is pressed.

To set up the winder, first, using the
key pad the speed and the wire diameter
are set, these can be changed at any
time even while winding is in progress.
ECW is sold by the diameter of the copper,
the insulation adds to the actual diameter
of the wire accordingly when setting the
wire diameter an allowance must be made
for its insulation. The wire diameter can be
set to any value from 1 um to 1500 um.
Via the menu the turns counter is reset to
zero and the number of turns required is set.
The turns counter will count up to 60,000
and the turns required can be anything up
to this value. 60,000 should be more than
sufficient as the largest coil that l have
wound so far was a speaker field coil from
a “McMichael  Twin Supervox" with just
over 30,000 turns and it is unlikely that I
will come across any larger than that.
Also via the menu the carriage is set-up
so the controller knows where the coil is
located. This is done by using the “ MOVE
LEFT” and “MOVE RIGHT” buttons to first
line up the centre of the feed pulley with the
left end of the coil and then pressing the
“SET LT. STOP” button, the controller now
knows that this is the left hand end of the
coil. The feed pulley is then lined up with the
right end of the coil and the “SET RT. STOP"
button pressed which tells the controller
that this is the right hand end of the coil. The
carriage is now set up and the coil width
is displayed on the LCD. The coil width
is calculated as the distance the carriage
travels plus one wire width. The left or right
stops can be changed at anytime through the
Menu. To aid adjusting the end stops after
they have been set up the “FIND LEFT” and
“FIND RIGHT” buttons will move the carriage
to the left and right stop respectively.
The winder is now set up and if using the
motorised Take-up will begin to wind as
soon as the “START" button is pressed
or if using the hand cranked Take-up just
start turning its handle. lf winding with the
hand cranked Take—up it is not necessary
to set the turns required or the speed.
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The Power Supply (fig. 28)
As there wasn’t enough room to fit all the
power supply components in with the
controller, the transformer, rectifiers and
smoothing capacitors as well as the IEC
socket to supply the motorised Take-up
are contained in a separate enclosure
towards the rear of the winder;

The transformer is a 0—9V, 0-9V, 20 VA.
Each secondary is rectified and smoothed,
they are then connected in series to give
unregulated outputs of approximately 12V
and 24V. All the regulators are on the control
board. To reduce dissipation separate
regulators were used for the Stepper Motors
18V and 4.5V supplies. A LM7805 fed via a
dropper resistor from the 12V supply provides
the 4.5V holding voltage for the Stepper
Motor and a LM317 fed from the 24V supply
provides the switched 18V for the Stepper
Motor. To keep any nasty spikes that may be
produced by the stepper motor away from the
microcontroller another LM7805 also fed from
the 12V supply provides 5V for it and the LCD.

The Base Board
All sections of the winder are mounted
on a base board made from 12 mm MDF
measuring 460 mm wide by 730 mm depth,
the rear 190 mm of the board on  which the
supply reel is mounted is attached with
piano hinge so it can be folded up to make
its footprint smaller for storage. A brass
cranked bolt locks it in the storage position
while its own weight is sufficient to hold
it open while working. The Supply Reel,
Transverse and Power Supply are attached
to the Base board with wood screws.
To allow an easy exchange of the Take-ups
they fit onto four M4 screws on the base board
and are fastened in place with wing nuts.

Final Thoughts
Using a PIC makes it easy to set—up, increases
its accuracy and can make the winder fully
automatic. Different modes of winding could
be added if needed, for example one for layer
winding where the winder stops at end of
each layer to facilitate insertion of interlayer
insulation or one for pyramid winding where
the number of turns in each successive layer
is reduced. However if I hadn’t gone down the
PIC road i would have no qualms about using
a controller similar to the old one which gave
perfectly acceptable results in my old winder.

No build is ever perfect and no doubt as it
gets used things will come to light that could
be done better, even now if I had to build it
again, I would use a larger lead screw maybe
a M8 or M10. The M6 that i used was chosen
for it’s 1mm pitch which made the calculations
the controller makes easier but because of
the length it has to span it is slightly flexible
although this doesn’t cause any real problem.

I haven’t had a need to wind any coils on
i t  yet, but I did some test coils to check it in
both hand cranked and automatic mode. One
of the coils is shown in fig. 29 it is 300 turns of
0.05 mm wire, wound on the left hand section
of the former. From the results of those tests
I have no doubt that it will be well able for
anything I need to wind, although i don’t know
which Take—up I will be using the most as
each has its own merits, only time will tell.



More variations on a theme..n....o.....
I previously wrote an article on this series of portables entitled “Variations on a theme: The
Bush MBGO family" which appeared in the Winter 2010 issue of The Bulletin. That article
ended with the final paragraph speculating on the possibility of further model variants
out there waiting to be unearthed, as it were. I should now like to report on a further little
known model and a subtle variant of an already known model to add to the series.

A long  wait, then two at once!
Readers of my earlier article will be aware
that there are three export models in this
family of portables which are considerably
scarcer than the other modeis in  the
series. Those models being the EBMGO,
the ETR82 and the ETR92. Those three
sets differ most notably from the more
common domestic models by offering
short wave ranges. specifically two short
wave bands plus the medium wave band.

To my knowledge in the past eighteen
months or so roughly half a dozen of the
three export model types have come
up for purchase on online auction sites,
three of those examples being ETFl92's.
The ETFiQ2 l have had in my collection for
several years has an earphone socket and
associated escutcheon fitted on the left
hand side when viewing the set from the
front, as have all other examples of the
ETR92 I have previously come across.

Hu ihflfi i i i nd  "" I “

However, a close scrutiny of the online
examples showed a couple of the auction
ETFi92's d i d  not have t h i s  socket .  l
obtained the serial numbers for all three
sets from their respective owners and
together with earlier serial numbers from
my own ETFt92 and others I knew about,
saw that those with an earphone socket
all had a higher serial number (>8000)
compared to the two sets that did not
have the socket {<4UUD). Subsequently,
I was fortunate enough to obtain one of
the two ETFt92‘s without an earphone
socket to add to my collection.

Its hard to infer anything with certainty
from such a small sample. but it's obvious .- '_
that the ETFt92 must have received ‘ i ji 1, 4","-
the inclusion of an earphone socket
sometime during its production run.
This was also the case with the TRBZC
model using OC-series transistors. From
dates obtained on electrolytic capacitors
used in all the models that l have with
an updated earphone chassis of one
sort or another, this would appeared
to have happened around 1961.

I also carried out an internet search
with the intention of trying to find further
images of the ETR92 variant without an
earphone socket. But rather unexpectedly
instead, I came across a model on  an
image hosting website with a similar
name that I hadn't heard of before.
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The Bush ETF192T
There were several good close—up images
showing a set which I initially wrongly
assumed to be a "marriage" of two or
three of the known models in the series.
It will be appreciated that the majority
of the plastic case parts and the various
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chassis themselves are interchangeable
between the different sets in the series.

My sceptism was because of the colour
combination used by the ETR92T. It has
the same light blue/green coloured plastic
case plus the chrome trim and “B  U S H”
lettering that is found on the familiar TR82C.
But the middle section instead of being blue
has a red rexine covering, as used by the
MB60 and EBM60 battery valve models.

But after contacting the owner of the
' images and then much later acquiring an

example of the ETR92T for my collection
myself from another source, there is
now no doubt that the set is indeed a
genuine model. However, I still find the
colour scheme a strange cho ice,  hence
my immediate thoughts that it had been
assembled by someone using spare parts.

The type/serial number plate underneath
the middle of the case states “Bush
(Ireland)” and from information given on a
quality control label still attached inside
the set, that  the  model  was made at Bush’s
factory based in Dublin’s northern suburb
of Whitehall. Like the colour scheme this
fact is also unusual, as far as I’m aware
all the other mode ls  i n  the  ser ies were
produced at Bush factories in England.

The set has a dial offering long wave,
medium wave and one short wave
band from 1.7 to 5.0 MHz with the three
wavechange buttons labelled simply
L, M and S. This short wave range is
considerably lower than those offered on
the three export models mentioned earlier,
so presumably the “T” suffix in ETR92T
logically stands for “trawler band” (made
in Ireland for people in coastal areas).

Internally, the chassis appears to
be derived from the ETR92 export
variant without an earphone socket.
Apart from very minor differences in
the number of coils and trimmers fitted
due  to t he  different wavebands offered,
it looks to be virtually identical.

As with the more familiar domestic sets in
the series, the model specifies the use of a
9 volt Ever Ready PP9 or equivalent rather
than the 6 x D cells used by the ETR82
and ETR92. This is despite also sharing the
“E "  prefix with those earlier mode ls ,  wh ich
Bush usually uses to denote an  export  set.

The battery choice would rather suggest
that the ETR92T could have been produced
as a domest ic mode l ,  s ince  the main  reason
for specifying D cells over the PP9 was
largely because of the limited availability
of the battery overseas. Perhaps Bush
produced the ETR92T specifically for the
Irish market and gave it the “E” prefix for
that reason. However, this is just speculation
on my part, I have no definitive proof.

Model,  type and chassis tables
I n  v iew of the  ETR92T, wh i ch  i s  model
type 438 and uses chassis type A268,
plus the second variation of the ETR92
model coming to light I have reworked
my earlier tables to include them both.

At the same time l have taken the
opportunity to reclassify the models using
Bush's type numbering system. All other
var iat ions are now more correct ly  given as

Model

1 . M860

2. EBM60

3. TR82B

4. TR820

5. EI'Fi82

6. EFRQZ

7. ETR92T

8. VTR103

9. TR82D

10.TR820 Mk."

11.TR82D Mk.”

12.VTR1030

13.TR820L

14.TR82DL

Type Chassis

237 A99 (1 st)
(2nd)

240 A100

345 A177 (1 st)
(2nd)
(3rd)

346 A1 77 (1 st)
(2nd)
(3rd)
(4th)

355 A190

421 A253 (1 st)
(2nd)

438 A268

462 A287

508 A177 (4th)

528 A349

530 A349

622 A287

653 A458

655 A458

Band Buttons

Long, Medium
Long, Medium

M, 81, 82

Long, Medium
Long, Medium
Long, Medium

Long, Medium
Long, Medium
Long, Medium
Long, Medium

M, 81, 82

M, 81,82
M, 81,82

L, M, S

LW, MW, VHF

Long, Medium

Long, Medium

Long, Medium

LW, MW, VHF

LW, MW, 208

LW, MW, 208

Case

Light grey
Light grey

Light grey

Cream"
Cream”
Cream”

Blue/green
Blue/green
Blue/green
Blue/green

Blue/green

Blue/green
Blue/green

Blue/green

Light cream

Light cream

Blue/green

Light cream

Blue/green

Blue/green

Light cream

Rexine Trim

Red Brass”
Red Brass"

Red Brass*

Brown Brass*
Brown Brass"
Brown Brass"

Blue Chrome
Blue Chrome
Blue Chrome
Blue Chrome

Blue Chrome

Blue Chrome
Blue Chrome

Red Chrome

Tan Chrome

Tan Chrome

Blue Chrome

Tan Chrome

Blue Chrome

Blue Chrome

Tan Chrome

Ear

N0
N0

N0

N0
No
No

N0
N0
No
Yes

No

No
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Released

0.1957
0.1958

0.1957

0.1959
0.1960
0.1961

0.1959
c.1960
0.1961
0.1962

0.1959

0.1960
0.1961

0.1960

0.1961

0.1962

0.1963

0.1963

0.1964

0.1964

0.1964

(*) Bush in their sales literature described the colour as “Regency cream" and the trim as “Florentine Bronze"

Chassis

1. A99 (1 st)
(2nd)

2. A100

3. A177 (1st)
(2nd)
l
(4th)

4. A190

5. A253 (1st)
(2nd)

6. A268

7. A287

8. A349

9. A458

Valve and/or semiconductor line-up used

DK96
DK96

DK96

0044
0044
0044
0044

DK96

00170
00170

00170

AF114

AF117

AF117

DF96
DF96

DF96

0045
0045
0045
0045

0045

00170
00170

001 70

AF115

AF117

AF117

DF96
DFQB

DAF96
DAF96

DF96 DAF96

0045
0045
0045
0045

0072
0071
0072
0072

0045 0071

0045
0045

0045
0045

0045 0045

AF1 16 AF1 16

AF1 17 0071

AF117 0071

production runs (1st, 2nd, etc) or updates
of t he  ini t ial  mode l  t ype ,  rather  than new
models in their own right. I hope the tables
will be self explanatory in this regard.

From viewing the tables, it will be
seen that there are 14 model types
and 9 chassis types. Counting all
the (known) variations gives a total
of 21 d is t inc t  sets i n  t he  ser ies.
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DL96
DL96

DL96

0072 0072
0078D 0078
00810 0081
0081B 0081

0078D 0078

0071 0081
0071 0081

0071 008.1

AF1 16 0071

0081 D 0081

0081 D 0081

0072
0078
0081
0081

0078

0081
0081

0081

0081 D

0081

008 1

0A70
0A7O
0A70
0A70

0A70

0A7O
0A70

OA70

0081

OAQO

0A90

Further model  variants?
Again, the list of model types given here
may not be exhaustive and there may be
further little-known variants out there.
Any information regarding such sets not
covered here would be most welcomed by
the author. (robert.gOuhf@gmail.com)

0072 0A81

0081 OAQO 0A71



Repair of an
EKCO A320
from 1957s....T......
This tired looking radio
has been in regular use
for decades by my Yoga
Gurus who like the ‘valve
sound'. But lately it had
started to have an annoying
crackle which was thought
to be the volume control.

When I looked inside I
was amazed as it appeared
untouched since it was made.
Even all the valves were by
Mullard and equally dirty so I
think they are the originals.

I removed the chassis, gave it a quick
clean and then made up a simple
stand. Once I could look underneath
it confirmed that it had never had a
soldering iron on it since new.

Faults
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First thing was to check the fuse
in the plug and as I had guessed i t
was 13A so that was corrected with
one of a more appropriate size.

The set was working on all wavebands
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and the volume (and tone control) seemed
fine which I was pleased about. Sourcing
a new one with the correct dual concentric
shafts wouldn‘t have been easy. And then
I spotted the problem: arcing could be
seen from a tag. carrying HT (310) on the
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rear switch wafer. to the earthed studding.
The switch was very dirty and black

so I expect the tags and rotors were
silver plated. I first gave it a clean with
Deit  switch cleaner and a stiff brush
which stopped the arching. But possibly

_fi§hfif' . 3.» h_m_3§h}.fi=f LL, ,‘_ p :  *

sliver migration had occurred; a problem
in some of the silver mica capacitors. in
US radio IF transformers. of the same
vintage. Using a bent rat tail file i scrapped
ln-between the tag and the stud on  both
sides of the wafer. cleaned away the dust

. 
.-

.-
.l

l
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and there hasn't been a problem since.
Moving on to the coupling capacitors

for the AF pro-amp and the output
valves and both were bad. The EL34 grid
had positive volts and snipping a lead
on that to the grid (052) dropped the
cathode volts by a third and the current
from 60 mA to a more correct 40. The
valve obviously still had emission so i
didn't bother to remove and test it.

The hum was very low and the power
supply electrolytic 055 and 56 (a 50 +
50 micro F) had no bulges but was a
little warm to the touch; about 31°C on
a digital thermometer. It was probably
fine but just to  be sure I measured the
DC current in the easy to disconnect
earth lead and it  was only 70 micro A
with a lowly ripple current of 2.3 mA true
HMS. I imagine 500 mW or so is enough
to warm it a little particularly as it 's a
compact can. So not having a replacement
i left It to continue on. Whilst I was at
it i measured the DC leakage current
of 054. the EL84 screen and AF stage
decoupling, and that measured zero.

Nearing the end of this 50 year+
serviceI I measured the valve voltages
and compared them to those given
on the Trader Sheet and they were
close enough not to give concern.

Finally, I gave all the valves a waggle
and the EL34. that runs very hot. made
lots of crackiing noises when listening
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to a station. So now i did remove it and
cleaned all the blue oxidised pins and
squirted a little Deit into the base. i was
shown, decades ago. to clean the valve
pins by gently scrapping with a pointed
scalpel blade and it has always worked
for me. When the valve was replaced it
could now be waggled with silence.

The cabinet
As can be seen in the pictures it is very
tatty but from being kept indoors and
used it had no sign of woodworm.

I removed about 1/ " of dust from
inside and cleaned the waveband
scale which was still perfect. I did
consider touching up the top and
edges but ‘talked' myself out of it.

Conclusions
This is not my usual era of radio to work
on and I was surprised that when it came
to me it was still working after 57 years
with nothing having been done to it. A first
thought was possibly I was working at
Ekco at the time it was made. But thinking
about it I may have just moved on to a
job and training with a branch of Pye.

Once I had put right the faults l was
to find that the radio works very well
on its internal aerials and on AM the
rotatable ferrite rod is an asset.

They even correctly sized the mains
transformer as this runs just slightly warm.
Well done Ekco!



My Bush TV24 — a restoration or rebuild?.....u....-s...
Not having restored a TV for some time, I thought it was high time to tackle one of the four Bush TV24s
piled up in the garage that I had accumulated over recent years. But which one should I tackle?

Dodgy LOPT with 'hump' Main chassis with tube removed

The dust-covered Mk  I RFfiF chassis

I had indeed gathered four W245 in the of those that I chose as my challenge. a cycle in the dishwasher which bought
past decade: one had a reasonable cabinet, As can be seen from the photos, it was it up like new in preparation for mounting
one had a good rubber mask and one in a bit of a sorry state. Where does all that mostly new components. apart that is.
had a good back. But would any have a goo and fluff come from? Considering its from the inductors, potentlometers (and
good tube...? One was a TV24A so had a condition I decided on a complete strip-down the main chassis wire-wound resistors).
complete d‘rtferent main chassis, and one and rebuild — a fairty daunting task. I opened up all the set’s potentiometers
was a W240 with band I and Ill tuner. with To begin. I dismantled the RF/IF strip. After to clean and lubricate and found the
the extra switches on the side. The other removing all the IF transformers I opened very fine wire in one of them had broken
two were both MK‘ls with EF91 valves in them up in turn to inspect the contents and was unravelling, so selected a spare
the FtFIlF chassis. so it was the least worst and clean the cans. The bare chassis got from another set and cleaned that.



l've restored a couple of Bush TV22s.
They have the smaller nine-inch tube
but of course are housed in the iconic
bakelite cabinet. The circuits of the TV24
and W22 are for all practical purposes
identical. But the W22 is much easier to
handle - particularly when operating it out
of the cabinet for tests and adjustments
— because the tube is well supported in
the chassis and held securely around the
screen perimeter with a metal strap.

The tube of the W24 on the other hand,
rests in a cut-out in the wooden panel bolted
to the front of the chassis, and when out of
its cabinet, the tube clamp near its base is
all there is to prevent it from falling forward.
There are holes in the wooden panel which
I'd strongly recommend are used to string
the tube in place securely while working
with the main chassis out of the cabinet.

More deconstruction
Time to de—construct the main chassis.
starting by carefully removing the tube.
The scan coils often get firmly stuck to
the glass neck, but some judicious use of
W040 and a few days "rest” will generally
free them for close inspection and cleaning.
All the aluminium chassis sections unbolt
and again got the dishwasher treatment.

The line-output transformer looked in a
shocking state. They often do on these Bush
sets. but that doesn‘t necessarily mean
they are faulty. But the suspicious looking
hump on the top of this specimen didn't
look promising. Good iob I had a spare.

First switch-on
With all parts cleaned or replaced with
new - where appropriate — it was time to
carefully recheck all my wiring of both the
main and RF chassis against the circuit
diagram. I had to correct two errors.

Without fitting the tube. but keeping
heater-chain continuity with a 22

RFIIF chassis completed

ohm 4 watt resistor in its pace. I did
some basic resistance checks before
applying mains for the first time. ,

The heaters started glowing and the line
whistle became audible and grew stronger.
After a few minutes all seemed well with no
fizzing, bangs or smoke! I checked most
of the voltages and they were all more or

less as shown in the service sheets.
Time to fit a tube. Of the four TV24s l'd

acquired. it turns out only one of the tubes
was fairly usable. one was barely usable,
but the other two were useless. During
this initial testing, it seemed prudent to
use the worst of the two working tubes so
that if disaster stuck while performing any

bat“17"“ JD
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Main chassis completed

Glass irnperfer::1ions
unwieldy chassis handling. all was not lost.

th  the Aurora standards converter now
connected. I switched the mains back on.
Heaters glowing. line whistle present and
tone through the speaker. but no picture.

I gently eased the tube in and out of the
focussing assembly while adiusting the
ion-trap magnet. A weak off-centre raster
momentarily flickered into view. With more
wobbling and tweaking of the magnets]
got the image roughly centralised. with the
faintest signs of a test card amongst the

#fl ‘ l é t lfl t  ;

Nearly there

tangled raster. Proof of nothing seriously
wrong with my reassembled circuits. I reckon
I’m marly there so celebrate with a beer...

Real work begins
A few days later I decide to try to get
this set working properly. assuming
that since l 'd  rebuilt the HFIIF strip it
probably just needed a slight tweak of
the HF and IF cores. before attending
to the picture centring and geometry.

The first problem was that the sound
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IF burst into occasional oscillation. and
the picture lacked definition. After a
day of head-scratching. measuring and
tweaking I had a brainwave. I had another
complete W24 MK1 so I removed the RF!
IF strip and just quickly replaced all the
dodgy wax—paper capacitors and the one
electrolytic and plugged it in to my rebuild.
It worked perfectly; there were still some
picture geometry issues to resolve. but
it proved there was something definitely
wrong with my conscientiously rebuilt FiF/



A nasty lacquer run
IF strip. which was pretty deflating.

I checked and rechecked my wiring. the
components. valves and voltages. Everything
seemed in order — it just didn't work properly.

Another brainwave; rig up a temporary
LT/HT power supply and connect it to
both HFIIF strips and do some proper
signal tracing with my signal generator and
oscilloscope. This proved inconclusive.
The hastily lashed-up old one simply
outperformed my rebuilt one.

Getting frustrated. I decided it was
time to get to grips with my Heathkit
HFW1 T'v' Alignment Generator —
purchased years ago but never used.

That was a waste of time. It didn't
give any meaningful trace on the
‘scope. It  didn’t appear to be working
properly. so the whole project went
on hold for a few weeks...

Heathkit's errors
I was able to borrow another HFW1
and discovered that although mine
was so well built it may have been
one of those sold ready-assembled by
Heathklt. i t  had been put together with
a grid-coupling capacitor connected to
the HT line so it never had worked!

Although the HFW1 can’t be described
as an item of precision lab test equipment.
it did turn out to be very useful. Looking
at the two RF/IF strips together with my
now-fixed HFW1. it revealed that my rebuilt
strip clearly had insufficient gain in the
vision section, and the sound section was
prone to instability. After again checking
voltages and component values. i t  occurred
to me that the instability may be due to the
component positioning in the chassis.

I‘d used smaller metallised polyester
capacitors to replace the larger
waxed-paper ones. and in just a couple
of places I’d not used the same earthlng
points if there was now a nearer one and I
could use shorter leads. Moving earthing
points was a risk I took; it was a bad idea.
I had now introduced some unwanted
coupling or RF currents that were just
sufficient to cause the sound IF circuit
to oscillate at certain tuning settings.

With this fault now cleared there was
still insufficient gain in the vision IF. No

All cleaned. repainted and polished
amount of tweaking following either the
Bush. Trader service sheets or using
the HFW1 corrected it. Comparing
stage-by-stage signal tracing with the
working strip didn't reveal much ether.
All the vision stages on my rebuilt RF!
IF strip appeared to have low gain.

Found it!
I decided to just check the vision IF
cores once more... BINGO! One of the
vision IF transformers contained three
ferrite cores. one hidden in the centre

-d - -_
2* .

Working well

so It wasn't obvious when making upper
and lower core adjustments. I'm not sure
why this had such an apparent effect on
all the vision stages. but once I removed
the rogue ferrite. a few more minutes of
tweaking with the HFW1 brought up the
gain to slightly more than the old one I was
using for comparison. So far so good.

Next to sort out the picture. Using the
Aurora's Test Card 0. I slightly tweaked the
vision IFs for better definition. but this only
provided minor improvement over what I 'd
already achieved. However. the test card
was useful in adjusting some of the cores
to minimise slight vision-on-sound buzz.
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Width
The biggest problem now was the
inability to get the picture wide enough
to fill the mask. The width control was
at maximum. but the width was still
about an inch short of the edges.

I knew valves that tested “good"
but  when placed in the frame and
line output stages sometimes gave
significantly different performances
in these sets. but on this occasion
changing them didn't make much
difference. Neither did repositioning
the scan coils or focussing magnets.

Stumped. I posted a question on Paul
Stenning's Vintage Fiadio Forum and the
VFIAT Forum. I got some good suggestions
which I tried. They all changed the
picture In one way or another. but didn't
significantly increase the width.

The EHT seemed about right when
measured with a probe. but I decided
to see what happened if I played
wi th  the va lue  of CS1 (Trader Sheet
1003fT15). The Bush service sheets
show it 's 470pF on the TV22 and
SOOpF for the TUG24 and TV24.

I temporarily replaced (331 with a
1ODOpF high-voltage variable capacitor.
With the capacitor fully open the picture
was small but brighter. Fully closed it
was dim. murky and started to “balloon”.
even after readjusting 025. There was
no obvious "sweet spot” or resonance.

I had a spare line output transformer
rewound by Mike Barker and as a last
resort I installed that. It did the trick
and easily provided the necessary
width. I decided to check the “faulty”
LOFT windings and the only significant
difference I could find between it and
the good one was that the inductance
between the pins for the heater winding
of the EY51 EHT rectifier was 44uH.
1.8 ohms. The other six I've measured
over the years were between 12LiH and
17uH. at around 1.4 ohms. A rogue
one? A bad rewind? Who knows.

A rewound L0 PT transformer with
numerous tappings and windings
ls  unlikely to have exactly the same
characteristics as the original. My
experiments with 031 found that



about 500pF gave a good compromise
between brightness and width with
my particular rewound LOPT.

Speckles
While completing the final adjustments I
noticed speckles and dots moving across
the screen intermittently. It looked like
arching somewhere. or a component
starting to fail. Nothing untoward from
the speaker, just the tone from the test
card. Would this project never end...?

After a few minutes of watching
it would come and go. I located the
cause; it was interference from my
fancy gel-cell battery charger!

I got a much better tube than either of
those I already had, from Mike Barker.
Once installed and all the magnets
and electronic vision adjustments
made. it gave a very good picture.

One mystery I did notice with this
particular tube. but not the others. was that
although this tube gave a brighter picture.
with contrast set to normal. the picture
could not be completely extinguished by
turning down the brightness. Even with
brightness set to minimum. the contrast
could be set to give a very good picture - at
least on the Aurora's test card. With real
programmes of varying overall brightness.
not having the full range of brightness
adjustment might be a problem.

Voltage tests on this tube revealed
that with a correctly set-up picture. the
A2 grid voltage is about 1 0 volts rather
than the 35 to 40 the other tubes gave.
All other tube voltages were more or
less as expected. I increased the tube
cathode resistor from 220k ohm to 560k
ohm and that gave the brightness control
more range towards the lower end.

I spoke to an experienced restorer.
Graham Gosling about it. and i think
we concluded that It wasn't anything to
worry about. Curious nevertheless.

Connections swap
To confirm everything was now working
properly. and with the Aurora generating
Test Card C. I connected its output to
both my W22 MKII and TV24 MK I.
then moved them back to back and just
swapped the tube-base connections over.
(it is imperative that both chassis are
connected to neutral before doing this!)

With a slight readjustment of the
brightness on each set. this test was
quite revealing. It clearly showed that
the TV22 had a slightly wider vision
bandwidth than the W24 (something I’ll
have to address in future — it may be a
minor TV24 IF alignment issue) but that
the W24 good tube was very good.
despite the curious brightness anomaly.

Incidentally. these tubes occasionally
have what appear to be a scary looking
crack or chip in them. They are almost
certainly neither. just minor defects in the
tube manufacture. They fall outside the
picture area behind the mask so are of no
consequence. Nevertheless. in a close—up
photograph they can look quite unsettling.

Nearly there
Of my four W245. only one had a decent
cabinet. but it needed re-finishing. so
I took it to a local furniture restorer.
Cabinet restoration was not something
I thought I could do myself.

The manager was interested in my
project. and said they’d restored some
odd things. including a wooden toilet seat.
but not a 19505 TV cabinet. He assured

me it would look like new. with the original
two-tone veneers showing through.

A couple of weeks later I went to
collect it. What had they done...? It was
now almost mahogany coioured. with the
two-tone veneers completely obscured.
0n questioning they replied: “Oh. yes.
well. er... we did have to darken It a little."
I assume they rubbed right through the
veneer somewhere and could only cover
that up by darkening it. What can you do?
What's done is done - very expensively
too! It wasn't until later! noticed a long
run in the varnish/lacquer on the left side.
This issue has yet to be resolved...

Finally I tidied up the paint in the
knobs and Bush badge. The method I've
developed is to pick out loose paint with a
cocktail stick. soak the knob is soapy water
for a few minutes and with a stiff brush (I
use a toothbrush with the bristles cut down
to about 2 to 3mm) rub out the rest of the
old paint. Dry the knobs. then with the paint
of your choice (I use those little touch-up
pots for cars). dab it across the embossed
lettering and firmly smudge it in with a finger.

Once dry. rub off the excess with a
tissue dampened in nail-varnish remover
(acetone) or the appropriate solvent
for the paint you’ve used. Repeat if
necessary and buff with wax polish.

Enough
After a project that took about a year. I
hope this rebuild will be trouble-free for the
foreseeable future. although I‘ll always be
on the lookout for spare 9 inch or 12 inch
tubes — just in case. Despite one of the
problems being of my own making. I am
confident that I can probably tackle a Bush
M224 regardless of condition. But to be
honest I think I’ve had enough of them...

Philosophies of restoration

This subject could support a whole article in Itself - and perhaps
has done. There are a range of options from doing nothing and
leaving the set in the condition in which it was found (useful for
future generations to examine the original materials. construction
methods and components of the period). to stripping down and
reassembling it with “unnecessary" new components Into what
some may describe as a modern reproduction!

Years ago my approach used to be about midway. i.e. to replace
all the components known to be or likely to become faulty (Le.
wax paper. Hunts and some electrolytic capacitors). to change
resistors only if they had become noisy or drifted upwards In
value by more than about 25 percent and to replace any wire
suffering from perished insulation.

It's irrational. but this left me frustrated as I couldn't clean
the chassis properly. to get into all those grubby nooks and
crannies. I cleaned tag strips, valve holders. etc. sufficiently to
remove any possible high-resistance tracking after decades of
these sets living in coal-fired. smoky rooms (which can lead to
difficult—to-trace faults) and operation was always fully restored.
Nevertheless I still felt the job was only half done. (In one case it
truly was only half done. I'd missed a hidden trapped wire with
perishing insulation that caused intermittent crackling in 80348
communications receiver which took weeks to track down!)

Then I acquired an old Heathkit DX4O transmitter that needed

some serious TLC. It had undergone a number of poorly-
executed modifications. and seemed to have suffered a small
fire! Patching up would have been pointless. so I set about
stripping it down. thoroughly cleaning all mechanical parts and
rebuilding with many new components. This proved a turning
point for me; it had been a thorough process from beginning
to end. enjoyable to implement and satisfying to now own
something that looked like new and worked absolutely as specified.

I new use this meticulous approach on most of my restorations.
I don't make any circuit alterations unless there is a good safety
reason. or a potential fault that has been identified and corrected
by a service bulletin.

But as described in this article. this approach has on more than
one occasion lead me into traps of my own making that have
sometimes been time consuming and frustrating to rectify.

I appreciate that some may consider my method to be excessive and
generally unnecessary, and it would surely be inappropriate to do
this to a rare or valuable radio or TV - none of which I own anyway! I
also realise that a set 60 or 70 years old shouldn't necessarily “look
like new”. But I don't want to gaze at something with a flaking dial or
disintegrating speaker cloth. even if it works properly!

Nevertheless. after my work I am rewarded with sets that are
hopefully completely reliable. are unlikely to develop obscure.
intermittent faults. and function and look as well as the day they
left the factory.
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A dragon of a Nixie.......r.......
Like many projects this one evolved from unplanned opportunities. At one of the auctions I spotted
some Hivao XN11 Nixie tubes in the bottom of a box of valves. These rekindled memories of school
physics labs etc. l was unsuccessful in my bidding but the buyer who was unaware of the Nixies In
the box kindly sold them to me

Photo 2

I knew nothing about this technology so
there followed some online research the
result of which was the decision to build
a clock as it would show them to best
advantage. i decided to take the easy option
and bought a circuit board and components
from PV Electronics (ref 1). The board and
instructions were of the highest standard
and should pose no problems for an able
teenager with some supervision. There are
66 wires leaving the Nixie tubes so colour
coded wiring and labelling is strongly
recommended. The circuit uses a muttiplexing
system so reducing the actual number of

fi&:_ ' ; 353%.IV . -  ’ i s  i a -m-W
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‘— 25mm—h-
+
22mm '
Outside
Dia.

20mm
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«II—— 35mm—IHI— 35mm—r- Photo 3

Photo st

connections to the board — all explained in
the instructions (Photo 1). The refresh rate is
GOOHZ so no worries about visible flicker.

The next design question was what housing
to use. This was fortuitously answered at
a subsequent auction where a small (10"
diameter) oak Ampiion horn minus the rest of
its structure was for sale (Photo 2). The idea
was born and the horn successfully bid for.
The construction of the stand is more
straightforward than it looks and should
not be beyond the capabilities of most
vintage radio restorers. All the copperwork
is offcuts of heating and other pipe from the
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Photo 5. {-3. F

scrapbox. Nothing was purchased! The key
to the construction is the properties of the
copper. Iron and steel have to be worked!
formed while red hot. Copper. however, can
be annealed by heating to cherry red and
then quenching in water. This softens it so
that it works like red hot iron. However. as
it is worked it hardens and then requires
re-annealing before further working. If
overworked it will crack. While in its soft
state it can easily be hammered into a
new shape. After a couple of tries it was
found that the cups for the tubes could be
formed from a piece of copper tube cut as



in Diagram 1 a Photo 3. This is annealed
(Photo 4). I used the cooker's gas hob for this.
if, like me. one has been previously caught
smelting lead on the hob and heat treating
steel on the "Pyro" setting of the oven then
annealing copper is regarded as a minor
misdemeanour hardly worthy of comment!
The shape/size of the cups is determined
by the Nixie tubes available. My Hivac XN11
tubes had flying leads. I soldered extension
leads to these and insulated the joins with
heat shrink tubing. The base of the cup
could be sized/shaped to accommodate a
valve holder provided the connections were
appropriately insulated. This would make
changing the tubes immensely easier. The
cup is quite easily formed using a small
ballpein hammer, a vice. a flat chunk of steel
to use as an anvil and a simple former. The
former is a piece of 18mm diameter steel
with a round and (Photo 5). I actually turned
mine in the lathe from hexagon stock but it
could easily be filedlangle ground by hand.
The lip of the cup is formed by hammering
the long edge of the bevelled pipe to thin
and expand it which automatically forms
the lovely SD curve. No cutting off or filing is
required. The lower end is then worked over
the former leaving a hole at the back for the
wires. Again no metal removal is necessary
but repeated annealing is (Photos 6-8). it
does not take long - i made two experimental
cups to get the pattern correct and then 8
actual cups in a morning. I used the 6 best
matching cups in the project. The stems
for the cups are made from 8mm diameter

Photo 8

copper tube. One end is flared as one would
do for a brake pipe. it is then bent to shape
and passed through the cup from the top
opening and soldered in place (Photos 9 &
10). The six cups on stalks were then fitted
and soldered to the back plate (Photo 11).

The remainder of the stand is
straightforward to construct (Photo 12). A full
size lateral view of the horn and stand was
drawn and adjusted until the curves looked
right and the estimated centre of gravity
was over the base itself. The cylindrical
attachment to the horn was formed from a
piece of 75mm diameter copper tube using
the same processes as above. The key to
constructing the framework is to bend all the
tubes to shape against the side view drawing
before assembling them. Drilled discs of
brass were made for 3 levels plus the top
to space the tubes and hold them in place.
Once soldered it forms a very rigid structure.
A lighter fuel powered micro-torch is quite
adequate as a heat source for soldering.
I had no copper sheet to make the base
which houses the circuit board so opened
out a piece of copper tube and hammered
this to shape over a wooden former, again
with regular annealing. The circuit board was
mounted inside the base which was then
put on an oak plinth to aesthetically balance
the oak horn petals. By luckfplanning the
centre of gravity was almost exactly over
the centre of the base which i loaded with
plumbers solder and a W brass plate (also
from the scrap box) to add some weight
(Photos 13 8t 14). A heavier duty gas torch is

Photo 11

Photo 12.

required for annealing the base and loading
it with solder etc. Obviously all the wiring
is concealed by running it inside the tubes
from the Nixies in the horn to the circuit
board in the base. After the wires have
been run the tubes were "distressed" to
give them an older appearance and blend
with the whole structure. The shiny. new.
uniform copper pipe did not look right. (I
actually did this before assembling and
running the wires — a bit of a gamble that
I got away with this time! The wires were
tight to run in places and I was concerned
that the insulation may have been damaged
so before connecting the circuit board
I checked for any shorts between any
wire and the casing and to each other.)
I am extremely pleased with the finished
result which goes very well with the
other “artefacts” around the house
and utilises components regarded by
most people as having little value.

For those who want a quicker project
the cups could be formed with the outlet
hole at the bottom rather than the back
of the base and a vertical tube attached
to form a stern. A bunch of 6 "Lilies"
could then be put together to stand in a
weighted vase. The wires would run down
the stems to the circuit board concealed in
a supporting plinth. I await your photos!

Fist 1. www.pvelectronics.co.uk
The circuit board used was DINK which
easily allows remote wiring of tubes as In this
project. I have no connection to the company
apart from as a satisfied customer.
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Automatic Frequency Control
A short review and a retro fit project for an R1155 by Fioger Grant ~

This project started out as a feasibility study to see how I might fit electronic automatic frequency
control to my R1155. This is my workshop set where there are large variations in the ambient
temperature, due to this the set had suffered from severe and very annoying tuning drift, made worse
by myself moving the Medium wave band up 100kc/s to cover 1600kc/s. l got over the problem with
a simple mechanical temperature compensating device (see Bulletin Winter 2014) that did the job
well, but I thought an electronic AFC would make a better job of it and a very interesting project at
the same time, and I wasn't wrong.

The finished R1 155

Starting at the very beginning, a recap of
the problem and what's required to fix it.
With the coming of the superhet receiver
where the sets tuning is determined by the
single control of a local oscillator, an inherent
problem of tuning drift due to oscillator drift
came with it, this is usually due to changes
in temperature or humidity. This was not so
obvious a case in the earlier TRF sets with
multiple tuned circuits with a much wider
band width. Most domestic sets would
live in the home where the temperature
would remain reasonably constant and
the problem go unnoticed, just requiring
an occasional tweak. The big British
manufacturers seemed to consider AFC only
required with ore-set or motor tuned sets
where the mechanics don‘t hit the exact
spot every time, or in VHF sets where the
tuning is much more critical and needing
some form of automatic tuning correction.

Due to their high gain, superhets were
designed with an Automatic Volume Control
(or Automatic Gain Control) out of necessity,

but: 1
4H  - '

the circuitry for which only requires a few
passive components and can be built into
the amplifier circuits design at very little extra
cost. but AFC where detection and control
are required. usually needs two expensive
extra valve stages, so these techniques
were reserved just for the up-market
range of sets, and a good reason why
you don't come across AFC very often.

The first problem is detecting the tuning
error. When the local oscillator is slightly
off tune, so is the lF frequency and a lot

Automatic Gain Control

of early designs used dual tuning circuits
to detect this, one tuned just above the IF
frequency and one just below, the rectified
output voltages were connected in series
and in opposition so when the set was in
tune the outputs were equal and opposite
and cancel each other and no control voltage
produced, when the set was slightly off
tune one of the tuned circuits will produce
a greater signal than the other and a control
voltage will be produced proportional to
the mis-tune with the polarity depending

Fig ‘l: Biock diagram of a Supemet with AFC
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ii SERVICING AUTO TUNING SETS
6—Automatic Frequency Control

Principles and adjustment of the A.F.C. circuits used in
receivers are dealt with in this the

concluding article of a practical series on all automatic
tuning systems.

he developed across the circuit. If the
circuit were connected to a rectifier and
load, a D.C. voltage would he produced
across the load.

What is actually done is to provide a
circuit on the lines of Fig. 1 i t  consists
of two circuits, one tuned slightly (say.
5 kc.) above the. correct intermediate ire.

uency. and the other slightly below.
are]: circuit is. connected to one of the

diodes of a double diode and each has its
own load resistor.

What happens when the correct I.F.
occurs in the primary of the translormer?
Each of the two “ discriminator ” circuits

Turning error causes
shift of the Li".
“D is  r lm lns tor"
circuits tuned shore
and below Littlligl,
left) and connected
to a double dleds.

duos Ill
X - momma Essen lingual):

none chan at a fairly rapid rate.
than hilwaysgfsslight drift goin'g_on. and
this may he ‘ positive" or “ negative."

In the more expensive automatic ro-
"ogivers. and particularly those with motor
:drive some form ol‘ f . ucncy control;
anally abbreviated to AF. ‘.. is employed.
This is brought about by a separate con-
trol valve and a special circuit which is

-.nsuslly associated with the second LP.
transformer. _

.- The manner in which it functions will
‘- best he understood by considering what
' us when the oscillator valve drifts

Km the correct setting. The frequency
of the received oi hi can he assumed to
remain constant. he correct setting of the
receiver for this particular station Is such

Altai the diilerenoe between the received
" frequency and the locally generated fre-
-.quency as equal to the Intermediate fret
Quency.

" If the oscillator valve drifts. the inter-
_-msdiate frequency becomes incorrect. The

Lintermedialc irequcncv signal tends to
3.9mm where the side-hands would he
swim. 1f therefore. the second LF.
'7'.“ ormer, ior example. had a circuit

- tuned to I. frequenc
the extreme side-ban

represent»
on ‘one side

other, an appreciable voltage would
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this variable voltage of either polarity to ;
bring about a change in the osmllatoa' In- E:
potency so that the correct intermediliq ..
requency is once again produced. This

can be done by associating the oscillator
with what is known as a control valve.

The ircqusncy oi generation at an .
oscillator valve is dependent upon the;
inductance and the capacity of the tuned
circuit. and to alter the oscillator '
qnency all we need do is to increase o
decrease either the inductance or capacity.
This is the function of the control "as;
Many different systems of achievingteonr‘]
trol are available. 4.

Miller Eflect ,;,. _
One of the simplest forms of control ”for?

that of utilising what is known as this
Miller effect. in which the "reflected"
capacity of the control valve is used to J
vary the oscillator frequency through!
alteration of the mnductancs oi the valve.
This alteration of conductance. is achieved .
by altering the grid bias or. in the case 0!
a screen-grid valve. the voltage applied to
the suppressor grid. Blue is obtained its ‘-
..‘Iiml'ift‘ lrom the control circuit shown In 2
lg. . '-
There are. however. certain practical

llifllcultios in the use of this scheme. and
it is more general to employ induct“!!!-
variation. In the practical arrangement”-
showu in 1Fi . 2 the oscillator voltage.
II actually app led to the anode of the cone;

Y o VALVE acres a and y. __ trol valve and a 90-degrce out-of-M'
IA 

3 Hit-.-

8 s p H1 .

vum M 1iv 3 arm-E i

(m .1 )mmm l 1 -

0! a metro] valve _.
(Fig.3,l'lxhtl. This . ..
”m ‘h‘ ”m” mun MEL;
lanes of the valve
and the espae l ty
rsllsfledtaek to the
oscillator tuned

ell-sun. '

gives a voltage, dc ndent on the sharpness
of the tuning, an ii the input is outsell
between them, the voltages will he equ .
It will be observed, however, that the two
diode loads are, in effect. connected in
opposition. and as a result the voltage
across the points X, Y remains constant.

If the Injected frequency changes to
5 kc. shove correct one circuit might re-
duce 6 volts and the other 1 volt. All a
result there would he a difference of 5 volts
developed across x and 1'. Similarly. if
a lower I.F. were introduced, the other
circuit would produce 6 volts and the first
circuit would produce 1 volt and again we
shOuld have a 5 volts difference—hut in
this case the D.C. polarity would be ro~
versed.

This arrangement, therefore, provides a
simple means of obtaining a voltage which
is either positive or nefiuive with respect
to an earth line depen out upon whether
an increase or a decrease in the inter-
mediate frequency has occurred. '

The next part of the problem is tense
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voltage a plied to the grid oi the Mi
valve. \ ‘ I th this system of connection
the anode current is of the same phase II.
i t  would be ii the whole combination were
considered as an inductance—the value of-
which depends upon the control vol on .
the grid. As the grid bias is incre the.
effective inductance decreases.

Unless the various constants, are correct
the .whole circuit fails to function. as cut
readily be seen. At the same time, the.
arrangement is not too tricky, and it is a":
comparatively simple matter, particularly-
aftcr a little experience. to adjust an auto- '
matic irequcncy control circuit. MM
manufacturers issue ' ial instructions for
carrying out these adjustments. but if such
are not available. the control circuits can
be adjusted iron: first principles. '

First of all, i t  will he remembered that
the discriminator circuit is the first link.
in the chain. and. accordingly. this carpi;1
be inspected before anything else.
we are likely to find two circuits tuned-H?!

(Continued on page viii.) f2:.'1 mi"
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(Gontinnrd from page 1:.)
. y lrilocycles above and below the
- -ediate wirequency 'lo adjust these

1"”  . .oecillator should be connected to the
' ediate valve grid and a fairly heavy

rejected. At  the correct inter-
'2’2"~ frequency the primary and ordi-
lit-3hr] secondary windings are y
..~‘igd1ns‘ted. and no control voltage should
i" be developed across the discriminator
In.

fig“ Avalve voltmeter Is a convenient device
in: determining the resence or otherwise

fig! this voltage. but. I! one is not available
RAN: ordinary high-gain valve arrangement

used I. e grid and cathode being
”Educated across the test point and a sens»

.fiee milliameter included in the anode
fl-uircmt thus reading any change In current
'3'}... to grid voltage variation.

An alternative method is to place a mil-
554:" in . -. -.r in the anode deceit of the control
2. -.:T ve. It Is important to stop the oscillator

5% {auctioning during this test. Change
7'22, ~- grid bias on the metro] valve must
'. .22 the anode current. and. therefore22
2.2.3552"enthe discriminator circuits are accu-

2j-2—.-222-_l_ adjusted and the correct inter- '
' ' frequency ingeoted uo anode cur-
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Next, it is important. to know to what
frequencies the discriminator circuits
should he tuned. These may be someth
oi the order of 4 to 5 kilocycles above an
below the correct frequency. The higher
intermediate frequency is injected and the
gppro ate
1' for maximum output.

discriminator trimmer ad-
The lower

intermediate frequent: Is then injected and
the other circuit. justed in the same
manner. The measurmg devices described
chore-unbouedforthueadjultanuu

Mnmicdmgto takeflaceg
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the trouble must lie In the control valve or
part of its circuit. The decoupling networh1'22
Is usually very simple, and the condenser:
and resistances can be checked up in thy-«:2.
ordinary manner.

Cahange in the anode current of the me;—
trol valve shows whether this valve Is funds
tior'ring properly. I f  changes are or. I . - .
the control eflect must take place on
there is some break in the nemion he?”
Ween the control valve and eoccillaiol" _
cirguit.Fina112y it. must he remembered'tu
that any trout) e in the decouplin circuitri 222-
yrill completely spoil the proper ction- - ’.
in of this control. "

o circuits sheen are typical. i
ticular the use 0! a single discri
circuit of the type shown in Fig. 3.
arrangement. generally utilises a ' -
diode valve with separate cathodes:- and-
the increased voltage ni th  respect to the e2
centre tap across two diode loads occurli’.”
at frequencies off resonance due to phase?—
chmlges. I -"

In a circuit of this type the correct inter.- * .
mediate frequency is injected in the. grid :-
circuit oi the I. F. valve, and the (Emmi:
notor secondary circuit is adjusted will}: _
the out at across the control pointsP .Q  371-2;. - '
zero. is _voltago can again he deters
mined by noticing the anode current ohaopf ,
in the cousin! valve or by thou-e "
aaepu‘ut‘ovalve vow. ;
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Fig 2: Double-tuned discriminator

on the mistune being above or below the true IF frequency. this
DC control voltage is decoupled and passed to a
control circuit. The controller circuit sets the scaling of the control
voltage and converts it into an inductance or capacitance to adjust
the frequency of the local oscillator. bringing the set back in tune.

A search of my reference manuals and of the internet produced

.I‘m “Wi l l i  1 ‘ ]

The IF for the discrlmlnator

local oscillator through R1 (:1.

several articles and extracts. from generalised descriptions to
some quite in depth reviews, (see ref 1). I also found some very Fll
informative articles in the Broadcaster sheets supplements of 1938,
"Servicing Auto Tuning Sets" Part 6 (ref 3) and "Frequency Control
in Automatic Receivers" (ref 4). There were quite a lot of American
designs. AFC appeared to be a lot more popular in the States. I found
these much more varied and diverse but I decided to concentrate
on the British sets where I had full circuit diagrams complete with

From
Discriminator

Cl

circuit descriptions and setting up procedures. They all appeared
to follow the same basic format (figl) and covered most of the
main circuit techniques I was looking for to complete my project.

From here the next step was an in depth look at how the big '
manufacturers solved this problem as I didn't want to re-invent the
wheel. I sifted through the “Tradar" and “Broadcastef' sheets for a

l R2

Due to phase shift

V1 behaves like an
inductance proportional
to the bias set from the
discriminator via Fl2

*

—- 1-

Controller Oscillator

Flg 3: Reactanoo Controller
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>The Discriminator
Coil Box End Plate
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The R1155 AFC Wiring :

good selection of different methods and someone else’s design out of the question, To make circuit diagrams clearer and
only found a relatively small number of but a good way of really getting to know for ease of fault finding. I usually insert
examples. most of which used inductive all about AFC. I was looking to finish the component values and valve pin numbers,
coupling and especially wound oscillator project with a circuit that uses the same for the purpose of this article We overdrawn
and IF coils. this would make modifying series of valves as the R1155 and could more the selected circuit diagrams in colour, Black
an existing set very difficult and cribbing or less fit into any similar AM valve set. the main circuit. Red the AFC. Green the

Cu. 06.9:
In, 3 .

O

The R1155 AFC component location



AGC and Blue for the Audio stages, this
makes it very easy to see what is doing
what. I made a selection of five sets that
covers most of the techniques required for
my project. Starting with detecting the error,
I found three main designs for this detector.
referred to as the discriminator. the simplest
was to use two tuned circuits as previously
described. two extra windings on the final
IF transformerrectifled by two diodes (fig
2). some sets use two series tuned circuits
as in the Murphy A280 (fig 7). these are
capacitively coupled to the lF amplifier, this
may be the route to take for a retro fit circuit.
The most common designs use a Foster
Seeley style of discriminator or one of its
variants (fig 4a). as in the Ekco PE 189
(fig 5) this only requires one extra winding
on the lF transformer but usually centre
tapped, this centre tapped winding is
fed with a capacitively coupled IF signal.
the discriminator now inductively and
capacitively coupled uses the ninety degree
lead-lag phase shift relationship between
C and L and produces an output as the
frequency changes with respect to the
tuned inductance. hence the resultant phase
shifts, in this split winding one half more in
phase with the capacitively fed signal and
producing a larger combined signal than the
other half less in phase and a lesser signal,
and so the rectified DC output (fig 4b).

This DC control voltage is passed on to
the controller: one of the most popular of
the British designs of controller uses a DC
amplifier and applies a DC voltage to an extra
winding on the local oscillator coil. varying
its inductance as in the Ekco P3189 (fig 5)
or the Marconi 374 (fig 6). There are several
versions of directly coupled controllers
using a reaction valve circuit (fig 3). where
capacitive feedback from anode to the grid
makes the anode of the valve appear as

‘ l
The Controller fitted

The discriminatm fitted

a low value inductor. this is referred to as
a reactance or inverted Miller effect as in
the Murphy A280 (fig 7), the McMichael
382 (fig 8) or the ECU Model 1015 (fig 9).

A rarer design uses the Miller effect of a
pentode valve where the gain of the valve
is controlled by the suppressor grid. this
changes the internal capacity of the valve and
this now variable internal capacity between
the cathode and control grid is used to adjust
the local oscillator (fig 10). I came across a
generalised circuit description of this circuit
technique in one of my reference books
(ref 2), which would suit my project exactly
but 1 failed to find a practical example.

Having now made a reasonable study of
how it works and how the big boys resolved

«49
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the problem, I was ready to seiect from these
five examples the circuits for my project.

The Ekco P8189 (fig 5) uses the basic
inductively coupled convention. V4 a
2D41 double diode as a Foster Seeley
discriminator feeding v2 a T41 triode as a
sealer and DC amplifier. this driving an extra
control winding on the local oscillator coil.
In this set the discriminator and controller
of the AFC circuit are both inductively
coupled and employs two extra valves.

The Marconi 374 (fig 6) is very similar
to the Ekco P8139, V3 a 063 double
diode as a Foster Seeley discriminator
driving V4 a DH63, the audio amplifier
triode. this is the interesting bit as this
triode doubles up as a DC amplifier
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Fig. 4b: Foster Seeley discriminator Phases
oscillator controller. in this AFC circuit the discriminator and
controller are both inductively coupled and only requires
one extra valve, the simplest of the designs I've seen.

The Murphy A230 (fig 7) uses a capacitively coupled.
double tuned circuit discriminator VS. a V914 double diode.
driving V3 a ACSP1 an inverted Miller reactance pentode. in
this circuit the control voltage is fed to the suppressor grid
of the controller and this reactance valve is directly coupled
to the local oscillator using the reactance of the valve to
vary its frequency. This set employs two extra valves.

The McMichael 382 Motor Tuned Nine (fig 8). uses quite an
elaborate circuit employing three extra valves. An inductively
coupled extra IF amplifier valve V6 an ACVP2 to drive a Foster
Seeley discriminator. V8 a V914 double diode. This also drives
V? a V914 double diode, the AGC detector, the discriminator
output is fed to the suppressor grid of V5 an ACSP1 an inverted
Miller reactance valve directly coupled to the local oscillator.

The FiGD Model 1015 (fig 9) another elaborate circuit employing
four extra valves if you include the tuning indicator driven from
the discriminator. A capacitively coupled extra IF amplifier V4 a
VP41. driving a Foster Seeiey discriminator VS a DD41 double
diode. the control voltage is control grid coupled to the reactance
controller. an SP41 pentode, directly coupled to the local oscillator.

Flg. 5: Ekco PE 139

50
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Fig. 7: Marconi 874
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my Discfin'rinetor
Frg. 10: Miller Effect AFC controller

The Set Flat Po l

FILTER A c AMPLITUDE”

The  AFC S"v*.l'lit'_.!"r I i  I tl|E.li_.l':'!

Using the capacitively coupled discriminator circuit of the Murphy
A280, I built a discriminator using a salvaged standard 465 kc/s IF
transformer and a couple of silicon diodes. I did a few bench tests with
a signal generator adjusting one coil 10 Role above and the other 10
kc/s below 465 kcfs and the discriminator worked quite well, with the
coils adjusted 20 Role apart there was very little interaction between
the two coils, the H1155 set I‘m going to modify has an IF frequency of
560 kc/s, this required removing thirty turns off of both of the coils, this
was done five turns at a time until I reached 560 kcls and then basically
tuned the coils to 550 kc/s and 570 kc/s ready for fitting into the cat

As the link between the discriminator and the control valve is a DC
voltage, I decided that I would build and test both circuits separately,
reading the output from the discriminator on a high impedance volt
meter and adjusting the tuning via the control valve using a DC
voltage across a pot. The object was to get both circuits working
satisfactorily and then interface these two cribbed circuits together.

Before I could start I needed to find space for two extra valves in
this already extensively modified set, (see Bulletins Winter 2010 and
Autumn 2013 for the full story), I needed also to rearrange other
modded parts of the set to accommodate an extra heater transformer,
the existing transformer heater winding already overstretched
feeding two dial lamps and an extra diode for the AGC detector and
I wouldn‘t ask it to drive the two extra valves for AFC as well. -
I removed the internal speaker as the set sounds so much better with

a large external speaker (one of the previous mods} and replaced the
missing chassis in its space, this afforded lots of room for rearrangement
for the extra heater transformer and valves. I moved the 6V6 output
valve from its position in place of the original V9 (DF meter driver),
and re-sited it in the original V2 position (part of the DF FlF amp and
switcher), this frees up the old V9 valve holder for the GHG double diode
discriminator valve I'm going to use as close as possible to the last
IF amplifier. I added a bracket to the end of the coil box and fitted the
added IF discriminator can and a tag strip in the space provided by the
removal of the DF components, this was in just the right place under
the V9 holder for wiring to the discriminator and anode connection
to the last IF amp. With the wiring complete I ran through a full IF
re-alignment with the discriminator now capacitively coupled to the
final IF anode, adjusting the upper discriminator coil for max output
at 570 kcfs, then the lower discriminator coil to 550 kcfs, this gave
me a voltage swing of between -20 volts above the IF and -3 volts
below, with around -11 volts when on tune. (this was with one side of
the discriminator output connected to ground) I was very pleased with
this result and with the discriminator working well with a good output,
I’ll finalise the tuning later when I get a controller up and running.

Next, a controller and sealer stage, using a 6d? pentode wired as a
Miller effect controller, using the suppressor grid (grid 3) for controlling
the gain of the valve and the control grid (grid 1) for the capacitive
change connected to the local oscillator grid circuit at the tuning
capacitor. as in fig 10, this experimental valve fitted above the tuning
capacitor for the shortest connection to the local oscillator on 082 the
tuning capacitor. Only having a basic circuit of this technique from one
of my reference books (ref 2), I used pets to set voltages and biases to
this valve with a lot of guess work based on other circuits. unfortunately
after a lot of experimentation this circuit failed miserably, changing the
voltage on the suppressor grid made very little difference to anything
and no change in the capacity of the control grid, the only variation
was by varying the cathode voltage, this made only a very small
change, after much experimenting I eventually abandoned this idea.

The next step was to try a reactance valve. This circuit uses
capacitive feed back from anode to grid applying a 90 degree phase
shift and making the valve behave like a inductance. l suspected this
method may take a lot of getting right and why I had avoided it on the
first trial. In the interests of keeping it simple I decided to use a 6.15
triode (one of my favourite valves, I had a lot of fun with this electronic
building block in my youth), this will be capacitively coupled to the
anode of the local oscillator, similar to the circuit of the R60 1015,
this required a circuit change, swapping the inductive - capacitive
coupling between the local oscillator and controller, in  the RGD the
local oscillator has an resistive anode load and is capacitively coupled
to the controller via a 100pf capacitor to the controllers inductive
anode load, the R1155 has a local oscillator with an inductive anode
load so I'll give the controller a resistive anode lead and couple it
in the same way with a 100pf capacitor. Early experiments looked
promising and just needed tidying and a few fine adjustments.
The 6J5 is mounted horizontally above the tuning capacitor as was
the previous failed experimental controller, this gave the easiest
and shortest route through the gap in the chassis behind the tuning
capacitor to the local oscillator anode, I connected it to the MW tag
on the wave change switch F8 zr, the closest point, very convenient
as I only want AFC on medium wave. The grid was connected to a
potential divider via a 1 Meg resistor, the divider a 1 Meg pot across
the HT + and - rails. this with a series resistor and decoupled to give
my pot a swing between about +/- 30 volts. On test the reactance
valve worked very well and I could get a swing of frequency change of
around 20 kcr's at the 1500 kcfs end of the tuning scale, just the job.
The reactance valve stopped working at each end of this frequency
range as the grid voltage approached 0v or its -15 volts cut
off, so I set the mid point to -7 volts with the set in tune.

Next, to interface it to the discriminator. The final fine tuning of the
discriminator coils was done with the discriminator isolated from ground,
the coils were balanced to give an output voltage of 0 volts on tune and
gave around +!- 15 volts at 10 Role each side of the selected frequency
when off tune. The easiest way to match this to the controller is to
pre-bias the discriminator, so the minus side of the discriminator was
connected to the -7 volts reference pot used for the controller tests,
the discriminator now gives an output of -7 volts on tune. 0n test I
found the station tuned was permanently just off tune through around
a 20 Role sweep through the selected frequency, the AFC appears



to be working but in reverse. keeping the
station just off tune. this was easily remedied
by reversing the output connections from
the discriminator. the AFC then appeared
to be fully operational. I couldn't believe
it was this easy. I found adjusting the
discriminator coils following the DC output
voltages using a high impedance voltmeter
(DVM) quite easy. the signal generator and
a scope waiting in the wings unnecessary.

The final task. switching it out for initial
tuning. While the controller is coupled to the
local oscillator it applies a small capacitive
load. open circuit the coupling and the tuned
frequency will shift. so as in the commercial
examples the disconnect will have to be
between the discriminator and the controller.
as the test bias pot was set to -7 volts and
the discriminator pre-biased “in tune" using
the same -7 vofts. the easiest way is to just
switch the controller input between them.
this very simple system worked well. I used
the original Filter switch on the too left of the
front panel as it's the closest to the controller
valve above the tuning capacitor. this was
being used as the audio filter on/off switch (a
previous Mod). I replaced the three position
audio filter tone selector switch with one with
an extra position so the audio filter could
be switched out. freeing up the filter onloff
switch. then re-labelled the filter switch "AFC".
I fitted a bracket to the audio filter panel close
to the AFC switch for the “set bias" -7v pot.
this was wired to the -HT rail via a limiting

Sounds of the Past Open Day,
Photographed by Barrie"Phillips

resistor giving a range of O to -15 volts.
A few checks before a good soak test.

I tuned the set into a station in the high
frequency and of the band (1548 kcfs) and
switched out the AFC. then detuned to a
point above the station frequency where
the station was almost lost. about 5 - 6
Role. then switched the AFC back in and it
captured very nicely and bought the station
back in tune. I did the same test below the
station frequency and again it passed with
flying colours. the same test then made on
another station at the other end of the band
{700 kc/s) and again all was well although I
found the range reduced at this end of the
band. my initial notes on the tuning drift on
the R1155 indicated the drift was a lot less
at this end of the band so this won't be a
problem. [then reduced the aerial signal
level to check for AFC tuning shift with
signal strength. a couple of meters of wire
for the aerial. the signal strength meter read
about 20% of the deflection obtained on
full aerial. this made little or no difference
to the action of the AFC it was still working.
Not using a limiter stage (neither did the
commercial examples}. I had hoped the AGC
would maintain a reasonably constant level
of IF signal and it appears to perform better
than expected. I did a few later experiments
on directly coupling the controller to the
oscillator removing the anode load resistor
and the 100pf capacitor with the controller
valve supplied from the oscillator anode

u‘hl'" “run-pan:- —

56

as in some of the commercial examples.
but I found this made the controller less
efficient and a bit less linear in operation.
so was put back to my original circuit. I
also considered replacing the 6J5 with a
pentode valve but as I had now achieved
my objective I left well enough alone.
The set is now back in its place and
so far has been working very well over
the past winter months. job done!

l've no doubt this basic AFC circuit
may need some refining in the future
after a more extensive field test. but with
the AFC working beyond the range of
the actual tuning drift on this set and my
expectations. l'm very happy with it keeping
my preferred station permanently in tune
and no longer requiring an occasional nudge
to get over the stiction of my mechanical
device. now retired back to the junk box.
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Part2. 19 March 1938pagev{bad<ofl<3660)
Part 3. 26 March 1938 page viii ibeckofUltra 15D]
Part4.2Apfil1938pegev{backofBeetf‘ovenP202)

Monks Eleigh, Suffolk
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Sunday 4th October 2015 10.30AM - 4.30PM

AU IOJ UM BLE 015. 4 -

Sale of VIntage‘and Moden  HI Fi Equipment
at The Angel JeeIsure
10. 30am Standard Entry £5-0is.“
Bo . .3; . ,_ nqrurres.01435

t i -

Out Now!
A Radiophone in Every Home - William Stephenson and the General Radio Company Limited, 1922-1928
by Ian L. Sanders and Lorne Clark. with foreword by Jonathan Hill. Published by Loddon Valley Press. ISBN 978-0-570773-5-0.

Bonuses 15‘ and 1927. during the life of the British Broadcasting This high quality publication Is available for immediate
Company (forerunner of today's British Broadcasting - - . e =r - despatoh. price £19.95 (£17.95 for BV-WS member's} plus
Ifimmdmmnsmmmw 4gp "jsePsProrUK, ETSBPSPforEEC avws .. w. _”‘
take advantage of the new craze for 'IIetenrnq-In. In the"  ' ' quote their montber'ship number In orderto
competitive market otthose pioneers-I9 days. many ofthese 4 fizzy-I: Eta discounted prise. Payment via PayPal J .' 4
businmseswaotodisappeawiflrinjrretatewyeasmfla H flint“- rForNorthArnerica/Asia Paoifio enquirteaand _ '1 ‘
much has been written on the history ofthe larger - 'n _Ifi .ordere lessonyalleypress.usogmait.com or write. .
dunngthis period ofattritlon. names suoha‘s Marconi,- arson " ‘  -'. ‘ '. Valley Press (North Amenoa), 1175 .. ".i' " "
Thomson-Wonfiixndeptandeataalaeoeic-uarylfitleuui LaneMorgan Hill. California. 95557, USA.
has been punahm about the smaller to mid-sized ' = ." ‘2‘ UK/EECIRoW enquinee and orders: In" “ ' ’i'

In their superbly illustrated newbook, Ian Sanders and . ‘: 22 “  " .oom orwrtte: Loddon Valley Prose, 16 to ___; .
Clarktellthefasoinatmgstoryofoneofmuoanatlerflnns a” "g‘fhl‘n rsfi-cr- -- . ‘ E

William Samuel Stephenson WWI air ace and WWII secret: seem; i mus payable to “Lorne Clarlr' wtll be ..
thoufidtobememodeimrienfienfing‘sdanesm '. ‘— lrtmoavaflebtetromBVWSstaitendBVWS ' 3 ’ . "

company also worked on the development of meohanical television Wiltshire SN1-1 5 3LG chainnanabvws org. uk



Tickling the Crystal
256 pages. Over 200
full-page photographs.

Tickling the Crystal 2
Limited, Only 'r'50 copies
printed. 208 pages.

£14.95 for BVWS Over 125 full-page
members plus £7 p&p for photographs. £29.95
UK, £13 EU (£24.95 for BVWS
(rest of world £19) members) plus £7 p&p for

UK, 213 EU
(rest of world 919)

Out Now!
Tickling the Crystal 5
More Domestic British
Crystal Sets of the 19203
by Ian L Sanders.
Photography by Carl Glover
The final edition in Ian
Sanders' thorough five
volume set exploring GPO
No. era British crystal sets.

Full colour throughout.
Strictly Limited Edition!
only 500 copies printed
95 discount for
BVWS members

252 pages of GPO No.
era British crystal sets and
many previously-unseen
models in print for the very
first time. £29.95 (£24.95
for BVWS members)
plus £7 p&p for UK. 913
EU (rest of world 219)

Tickling the Crystal 3
Limited, 500 copies
printed. 240 pages of
GPO No. era British
crystal sets. Over 75
full-page photographs.
£29.95 (£24.95 for
BVWS members) plus
27 p&p for UK, £13 EU
{rest of world 919)

Attache Radios
by Mark Johnson
An 80 page colour
paperback guide to
the Attache portable
0 Detailed specifications
- 140 radios In full colour
- Over 200 additional
photos of sales literature,
trade ads etc.
£12.00 (+ £2.50 pap UK)
£3.50 EU (rest of
world £5.50)

Tickling the Crystal 4
More Domestic British
Crystal Sets of the
1920s. 280 pages of
GPO No. era British
crystal sets. Over 115
full-page photographs.
£29.95 (£24.95 for BVWS
members) plus B? p&p for
UK. £13 EU
(rest of world 219)

Slipcase to house the first three volumes of Tickling the Crystal £9.95 Buy all three and get slipcase free! (postage
£12 UK, 935 EEC. 955 US) BVWS members buy two and save £12 (postage 29 UK, £24 EEC 228 US)
Cheques payable to British Vintage Wireless Society

Mike Barker, Pound Cottage, Coats, Devizes. Wiltshire, SN1D 3L6

.59

Obsession

Obsession by Gerry Wells
Growing up in the 19305.
young Geny Wells preferred
wirelefl to toys. He had a
postwar career as a radio
and TV engineer designing
and managing amplifiers.
PA’s and TVs. He founded
the British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum from
the home where he was
born. This is the story of one
man's dedication to wireless
£6.00 196 pages paperback
(+ £2.50 pep UK)
£3.50 EU (rest of
world £5.50)

Shareholders of the
British Broadcasting
Company Lorne Clark
68 pages. For the first
time, a comprehensive
listing of all of the
companies, large and
small, comprising the
British Broadcasting
Company - the
forerunner to the
British Broadcasting
Corporation. Illustrated.
£10.95 (+ £2.50 pep UK)
£3.50 EU (rest of
world £5.50)

BVWS
Books



Eighth page advertisements coat £22.50r quarter page advertisements cost £45, half page: £90 and full page: £180. Chequee made payable to ‘BWVS' please

The Bulletin
back issues
All Bulletins and supplements are
priced at £4.00 each + postage.

Postage: for individual Bulletins
acid £1.50. for all extra
bulletins add 21 each.
Cheques to be made payable to
'British Vintage WIrelees Society'.

Mike Barker. Pound Cottage.
Coats, Devizes. iI'it'iltshirr.-1. SNtO SLG
chairmanflbvwsprguk

Coil and Transformer Rewinds
for Vintage Radlo and TV eqment

okes LOPTX and IF Tansformers etc i '
CIaI deS Ins  also undeaken

Call Mike Barker on 01380 860787

Open as usual
The BrltISh Vintage Wireless 23 Rosendale Road, West Duiwich, London SE21 803

020 8670 3667 Registered Charity No.1111516and Television Museum a... aluminum... mm



Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50. quarter page advertisements cost £45. half page: E90 and foil page: £130. Cheques made payable to 'BWS‘ please

lifetime of obsession. .

Gerald Wells was Valveman. His life 5 work wasor .
attempt to amass one of the world's largest. ii 1'.
of valves vintage radios and etherearly — >. -_- .
from the pioneering days of wireless com"

This documentary film innovatively blends.
using a variety of motion design and'filmeel
reenactments, the. last hundred years since. —- +

, began throughtothe.earlydaysoftelevlsion.- "

£1200 W pap) £14 00 in. we on 131:?

‘ Devizes.Wiitoi1lro solo etc-r~ " '2
chairmanobvws.-.orguk ‘

London SE21 EDS and all BVWS meeting

www.valvernan.co.til<
www.bvws.org.uk
www.bvwm.org.uk

Out. Now! Tickling the Cr stal
index and supplemen

Tciding
the Cit-“Sir'ri

80pagesofGPONo.eraBritishcrystalsets. includingconflohens've
I'ldexlistingsetsinallfivevolumesofTrctdlngtheCmsfil

mummmssmevwsmomm.
(+£2.50pEpUK)£3.5OEEC(reMofworld£5.50)

Chequespeyableto British‘rfintageWirelessSoclety
Mike Barker. Pound Cottage, Coate, Devizes. Wiltshire. SN10 SLG

chairman@bvws.org.uk

The

Radiophile
THE LEADING MAGAZINE FOR ALL

VINTAGE RADIO ENTHUSIASTS
Each issue contains practical and authoritative articles on
vintage radio as well as military and communication
receivers, restoration and construction topics, all written by
experts in their field. The Radiophile also hosts Vintage
Radio Auctions and Expositions at which receivers, valves,
components, test gear, etc., may be bought and sold.

If you are a Vintage Radio enthusiast you cannot
ofi'ord to be without The Radiophile.

The Radiophile is available by subscription only,
currently just £22* for four 48-page issues, or a sample may
be had for £51". To take out a subscription contact us by
‘phone with your credit or debit card details or send your
cheque to:

The Radiophile, “ khill”, Newport Road,
Woodseaves, STAFFORD, ST20 oNP.

Telephone and fax (business hours) 01785 234696.
* UK and BFPO only: all other territories £28.
1‘ UK and BF P0 only: all other territories £6

5th July 2015
Royal Wootton Bassett

k.“— _ _u i .  drab-'5'.
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Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50. quarter page advertisements cost £45. half page: 290 and full page: 2180. Cheques made payable to 'BVWS' please

Events Diary
2015 Meefings .

June 6th A memorial to the man in the white coat
12 - 6pm The Vintage Wireless and Television Museum. lWest Dulwloh
June 7th Meeting at the Cinema Museum.
2 Dugard Way (off Renfrew Road) London SE11 4TH.
See advert in Bulletin insert for further details.
July 5th Royal Wootton Bassett
August 2nd Punnetts Town
September 13th Murphy Day at Mill Green Museum
September 27th Harpenden
October 4th AudioJumbIe
November ist Golborne
December 6th Royal Wootton Bassett

GPO Numbers
Martyn Bennett is the custodian of the BVWS GPO Registration
Numbers list. As many members know. the project of assembling this
list was started in the early days of the BVWS and was carried on by
the late Pat Leggatt. Members are strongly urged to help build the
list. whenever they get the opportunity. particularty as it is something
that will help with the identification of vintage wireless in years to
come. The list is by no means complete and the GPO no longer
have a record of the numbers granted to wireless manufacturers.
The BVWS Handbook contains the current listings - one in numerical
order and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn have any
additions. or suggestions for corrections. by mail or over the phone.

Martyn Bennett. 58 Church Road. Fleet. Hampshire GU51 4LY
telephone: 01252-613660 e—mail: martybflglobalnetcauk

Racfib
_Bygones

your interest is in domestic w -
radio and TV or in amateur radio. in mili-
tary. aeronautical or marine communications.
in radar and radio navigation. in instruments. in broadcasting. in
audio and recording. or in professional radio systems fixed or mobile.
RADIO BYGONES is the magazine for you.
ARTICLES on restoration and repair, history. circuit techniques.
personalities. reminiscences and just plain nostalgia - you'll find
them all. Plus features on museums and private collections and a full-
colour photo-feature in every issue.
IT'S MOSTLY about valves. of course. but ‘solid-state‘ - whether of
the coherer and spelt-gap variety or early u-ansistors - also has a place.
FROM THE DAYS of Maxwell. Hertz. Lodge and Marconi to what
was the state~of-the—art just a few short years ago . .
There is also a selection of free readers' For Sale and Wanted
advertisements in every issue.

Radio Bygones covers it all!
THE MAGAZINE is published six times a year. and is only available
by postal subscription. it is not available at newsagents.
TO TAKE OUT a subscription. or to order a sample copy. please
contact:
RADIO BYGONES. Wimborne Publishing Ltd... 113 Lyntvood

Drive. Morley. Wimborne. Dorset BH21 lUU.
Tel: 01202 380299. Fax 01202 843233.

Web sites: www.mdiobygomcom

The British Vintage Wireless and Television Museum:
For location and phone see advert in Bulletin.
Herpenden: Harpenden Public Halls. Southdown Rd. Harpenden.
Doors open at 9:30. tickets for sale from 09:00. Auction at 13:00.
Contact Williamson. 01582 593102
Audiojumble: The Angel Leisure Centre. Tonbridge. Kent.
Enquiries. 01892 540022
NVCF: National Vintage Communications Fair
See advert in Bulletin. www.nvcf.oo.uk
Wootton Bassett: The Memorial Hall. Station Rd. Wootton Bessett.
Nr. Swindon (J16/M4). Doors open 10:00.
Contact Mike Barker. 01330 860787
Goibome: Golborne: Goiborne Parkside Sports at Community Club.
Rivington Avenue. Goiborne. Wanington. WAS 3HG
contact Mark Ryding 07861 234364
Punnetts Town: Punnetts Town Village Hall. Heathfield. East Sussex
TN21 QDS (opposite school)
Contact John Howes 01435 630736
Mill Green Museum: Bush Hall Lane. Mill Green. Hatfield. ALQSPD
For more details with maps to locations see the BVWS Website:
www.bvws.org.uk/eventsflocationshtm

We want your articles!
Share your interests with your fellow

BVWS and 405 Alive members. .
We accept: Type. handwriting. fax.

email flappy disc. CD__.
" ~ esteem sem i :

Teli‘Fax: 020 8469 2904
bulletin_editor0bvws.org.uk

~ w w: efimrr

";1flniage'iechnelogy6enin'e l i -
' at '

1"") (0) ”WOO inie@vintageradio co. uk



The BVWS Spares Dept
DeoxlT D5 contact cleaner / lubricant £16.50 Electrolytic smoothing capacitors, standard
aerosol can. Not cheap - just the BEST. ‘old-fashioned’ size, 500 Volt Dc working
Available at all BVWS events or by post for an
additional £430 weer, 1sr1epF. szrszur £7.00 each

scream: 100pF.220uF 29.00 each
New manufacture high quality metallised polyester 1WPF1‘0F ”009% 539-0" each
film capacitors to replace all old paper types in “0’25””: ‘0"s 39-0”

vintage equipment. Ideally sized for re-stuffing 3’3“ WW' 15’1“" mp9- WFW £9.00each
16116 pF  tubular axial £6.50
10|.IF tubular axial £4.00
22pF tubular axial £4.00
33 pF tubular axial £4.00
47 HF tubular axial £4.50

Available in mix-and-match packs of 50 within price band by post. 70 "F tubular axial 54-50
Available in smaller quantities at all BVWS events.

All capacitors are 630 |lurolt working
All prices are for packs of 50 components and include
postage and packing

0.001uF Price band A 0,022”: Price band B NEW smaller 25mm can types for re-stuffing original
0.002pF Price band A omrpr Price band a single electrolytic capacitors
0.003;:F Price band A 0.1 pF Price band B
0.0047uF Price band A 0.22;:F Price band B BpF. 16pF, 32oF. 47oF. 500Voit DC working £5.00 each
0.01pF Price band A

Postage and packing 1 - 4 caps £3.00 5 - 8 caps £4.50
Price band A is £25.50 (inc postage)
Price band B is £29.00 (inc postage) All prices quoted are for BVWS members

3’“. Ia'

2“ 1: E-eCIH-‘f-
; 1 Capamlor

I.f ..r 25:13 Hm
I ‘ l d l i l ‘ t  Germ-

. I : - 1n+3°% ‘

. J31 L :  . i l cfi

'{I' lr'llll'l

+25mm+

+25mm—Ir

T
-1|.n.|l'l‘|lTl
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For non UK addresses. please contact Mike Barker for prices. (see below). All orders should be sent (with payment made out to
BVWS) to: Mike Barker. Pound Gotta . Coats, Devizes, Wiltshire. SN10 3L6. Cheques payable to British Vintage Wireless Society.
Please allow 14 days for processing, ut usually quicker! The above capacitors are supplied as a BVWS member benefit. Anyone
found to be reselling these items for profit will be expelled from the Society
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